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1950

CULTURE & COMICS
The fighting may have been over for a little more than four years,
but there were still goods in short supply in 1950 due to
continuing rationing. One product, however, was becoming
more widely available: paper.

M

artin Goodman was no
sentimentalist; his once
best selling Captain
America fizzled to a halt with issue #75
which did not even feature, eh, Captain
America. Goodman was ever the follower
of trends and Cap’s comic had had a brief
venture into horror. With the extra paper
available to him, Goodman soon flooded
the market with product in whatever
genre he felt would be profitable.
Marvel Boy debuted for a second time,
Simon and Kirby having tried out a
character with that name in 1940, but
Goodman abandoned that version, too,
and moved on.
Out in the real, but not necessarily
better world, Senator McCarthy started
his paranoiac campaign against perceived
communists, which would cost a lot of
people jobs, and President Truman
engaged United States soldiers in a war in
Korea, which would cost a lot of people’s
lives. It was also the year that a link was
detected between smoking and lung
cancer and a lot of people refused to
believe that and kept on smoking… for
decades!
It was not a great year for movies, but
there were two outstanding Oscar
winners, still popular today: Sunset
Boulevard and All About Eve. There were

also Harvey – it’s about a giant, invisible
rabbit (no, really) – and Destination
Moon.
The Atomic Age had ushered in an
interest in science and with it a renewed
interest in science fiction. DC Comics
were quick off the mark with Strange
Adventures whose first issue contained
an adaptation of Destination Moon. In its
long run Strange Adventures featured a
lot of good strips and some great comics
artists.

...American
newspaper strips were
still read by millions.
Two long-lasting strips
joined old favourites
like Little Orphan
Annie, Dick Tracy, and
Blondie: Peanuts and
Beetle Bailey.

This was also the year that DC gave
Bob Hope his own comic and teamed up
with the National Romance Group to
give us Girls’ Romances which did not
have a DC logo, thus distinguishing it
from the rest of their output.
In 1950 only 3.1 million homes in the
USA had TV sets, but their growing
popularity was seen as a threat by every
other type of entertainment. Comics
artists were asked not to promote
television in their newspaper strips, but
syndicates nevertheless accepted
Hopalong Cassidy and Howdy Doody as
adaptations from TV shows.
Otherwise American newspaper
strips were still read by millions. Two
long-lasting strips joined old favourites
like Little Orphan Annie, Dick Tracy,
and Blondie: Peanuts and Beetle Bailey.
Peanuts brought a new wit and wisdom
to the comics and lasted for 50 years
with the same creator, Charles Schultz.
Beetle Bailey was originally set in
college, but Beetle eventually enlisted in
the army as the comics’ response to the
Korean War.
Meanwhile across the Atlantic, the
UK had 1 – yes, folks, ONE – TV
channel: the BBC. 12 million people
owned radio-only licenses, while only
350,000 owned one for radio + TV.
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With more paper available, the Beano
by April 22nd 1950 had regained sales of
1.9 million copies. Of course, if there’s so
little to watch on TV, which was only
broadcast for certain hours every day,
you had to get entertainment in another
medium.
A lot of books were published in 1950,
especially in fantasy and science fiction.
The Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe
has never been out of print; its author,
CS Lewis, did articles for The Anvil
whose editor was Marcus Morris, whose
story we shall get to shortly. I, Robot by
Isaac Asimov and The Martian
Chronicles by EC Comics fan and famous
screenwriter Ray Bradbury have also
rarely, if ever, been out of print. L Ron
Hubbard decided he wasn’t making
enough money from science fiction and
so invented Dianetics, the book which
gave rise to Scientology and did indeed
make him more money. Patricia
Highsmith used to write comics for
Martin Goodman and others, but she also
wrote Strangers on a Train which became
a very successful film from the UK’s
Alfred Hitchcock.
So, we are at an era where there’s a
relaxation on paper rationing and a boom
in real science and science fiction. Here’s
the great artist Frank Hampson talking
about his war time experience:
I was sure that space travel would be a
reality. I had seen the innards of the V2
rockets while under attack in Antwerp
and had been taken by the beauty and
precision of the working parts. It seemed
to me, somewhat ironically, as we were
under constant bombardment by these
machines, that here was the birth of
space travel.
How right he was. One of the designers
of these rockets was Wernher Magnus
Maximilian Freiheir von Braun (19121977). He was among a number of former
Nazi scientists who were brought to the
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He claimed that these
comics “led children
to commit crimes of
violence which in one
case, led to a boy
losing both legs, in
another, to murder”.
Marcus Morris
USA after the war. Their first satellite
launch was Explorer 1 in 1958 and then
they went on to create the Saturn V
which was to take man to the moon.
Frank Hampson was in the right place,
at the right time, with the right skills and
knowledge to create one of the most
famous British comics of all time: The
Eagle.
This is where Marcus Morris comes
into our story of 1950. He had published
an article ( for £21 – a good sum at the
time) in the Sunday Dispatch called
'Comics' that take horror into the
nursery. He was attacking the “flood” of
American “Horror” comics which were
available for children to buy in the UK –
actually, very few were in the horror
genre, but it is not clear that he had done
much research. He claimed that these
comics “led children to commit crimes of
violence which in one case, led to a boy
losing both legs, in another, to murder”.
(I am quoting from the excellent
biography of Frank Hampson, The Man
Who Drew Tomorrow by Alastair
Crompton – every home should have
one.) There is only one major problem: I
have not been able to locate either boy.

Even if these cases are tracked down, two
such cases in the whole of the UK means
that well over 99% of readers were
unaffected in such a way by these comics.
Hardly a problem!
This kind of attack on comics, without
proper proof, continued for many years.
George Pumphrey, in 1955, quotes the
American pseudo psychologist Fredric
Wertham who tells the story of an
English boy who “when he was finally
cornered, he would not surrender and
was shot dead in a battle with the police.
A sten gun and a crime comic lay beside
his body.” And here we get the same
problem: this did not happen.
Anyway, Marcus Morris did think that
comics could be used in a good way and
engaged Frank Hampson and others to
put together a dummy through which he
would try to get a publisher. Morris says,
“I tramped Fleet Street with the Eagle
dummy tucked underneath my arm…I
became a regular on the Sunday midnight
train from Liverpool Lime Street to
London Euston…”
Morris claimed he slogged around
about 20 publishers, but never reveals
who they all were. Some he mentions had
no interest in comics and yet he never
visited DC Thomson who had an office in
Fleet Street and who were cash rich. Nor
does he mention The Daily Mirror which
was “the first newspaper in Fleet Street
to accept the comic strip could have as
much appeal for adults as for children,” as
George Perry says in his important
Penguin Book of Comics. Indeed, Morris’
story is at odds with this version by Tom
Hopkinson of Hulton Press:
“I was summoned one day… to have a
look at the dummy for a new publication
which had arrived by post…” By post!
Not by hand from a man who “looked
tired enough to have walked all the way
from Southport,” as a later PR report had
it? Hulton Press sent Morris a telegram

(it’s a kind of paper text message):
DEFINITELY INTERESTED DO NOT
APPROACH ANY OTHER
PUBLISHER. But had he not already
approached 19 other publishers?
Morris later said, “I … never made any
money out of Eagle, or the other comics”
(that is, Robin, Girl, and Swift also
published by Hulton). But he was the
well paid editor of all 4 weeklies. Then in
1959, he was offered another lucrative
job by National Magazine Co. and
oversaw the publication of such bestselling magazines as Cosmopolitan and
She.
Then there’s The Best of Eagle. Only
Morris’ name appears on the cover. He
did write the words on pgs 3-16, but the
other 173 pages were put together by
Denis Gifford who gets a tiny mention
above the copyright details inside.
One item Morris probably did not have
any option over: Hulton insisted on
owning all rights. Given that post-war
publishing had been made riskier
because of low advertising revenue, it is
extremely unlikely that any publisher
would have agreed to any other deal.
However…
Frank Hampson eventually found out
that in the contract, he “was guaranteed
25% of syndication rights”. In total, all he
ever received under this clause was £229.
But through Denis Gifford, Hampson
had discovered foreign reprints of Eagle
such as Eagle (from Australia), Falken
(from Stockholm), Plavi Vjesnik (from
Zagreb), Il Giorno dei Ragazzi (from
Italy)… So, IPC, the eventual owner of
Eagle had only made £916 from all this
activity? That’s as if an American
billionaire only owed a few hundred
dollars in taxes. It could be true, but it
does seem somewhat unlikely.
One other big influence on Eagle is
rarely mentioned: Mickey Mouse Weekly
(1936-1957). This beautiful comic was
the first in Britain to exploit the wonders

... the first in Britain
to exploit the wonders
of full colour
photogravure printing
which is the process
which would make
Eagle stand out on the
newsstands in 1950.
of full colour photogravure printing
which is the process which would make
Eagle stand out on the newsstands in
1950. It had a science fiction strip, Ian on
Mu, by Hugh Stanley White. If only the
Americans had read this strip they would
not have needed von Braun to design
their rockets; Ian’s spaceship only
required petrol to get to the stars! It
does, of course, never get anywhere near
the beauty of Frank Hampson’s strip.
One thing Hampson did not like about
British comics storytelling was the
annoying captions under each panel
telling the reader what they could already
see. But Wags (1937), Dandy(1937), and
Mickey Mouse had brought American
caption-free storytelling to the UK.
Hampson, however, got his comics
education from American and Canadian
newspaper supplements sent over by
relatives. He closely studied the very fine
work of Hal Foster (Tarzan, Prince
Valiant), Milton Caniff (Terry and the
Pirates), and Alex Raymond (Flash
Gordon, Rip Kirby). Thus he was
standing on the shoulders of Giants and
set himself very high standards. Perhaps
too high, because producing his very fine
work took a terrible toll on his health. It

is said of him, borrowing a phrase from
Shakespeare, that he used his gifts “not
wisely, but too well”.
As mentioned above, Patricia
Highsmith was on a roll with her novels
about people with other identities like
Tom Ripley and people who wanted one
like Bruno Antony; she had polished her
skills writing about secret identities for
several comics companies, but she
especially liked working for the comics
owned by Martin Goodman. Her editors
there were Vince Fago (standing in for
Stan Lee who was on war duties) and
Dorothy Roubicek. A female writer and a
female editor? Contrary to popular
opinion, comics was never a male-only
enterprise.
And so it came to pass in 1950 that
three of the first employees in Frank
Hampson’s Eagle studio were women:
Jocelyn Thomas (artist and colourist),
Joan Porter (colour artist and
researcher), and Greta Tomlinson (artist
and model for Professor Peabody).
Indeed, with the privilege of hindsight,
1950 was a very important year in
comics, the start of a second golden age
for the medium on both sides of the
Atlantic. And all because the most
important commodity was once again
available: paper.
AUTHOR:
JOHN MCSHANE
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1950 - TEN COMICS

10

09

Vault of Horror #12 (First issue)

Tales From The Crypt #20
(First issue)

Anthology – Various creators
Publisher – EC Comics (USA)
Every single comic from the new
EC Comics line of 1950 deserves to
be on a list of essential comics, but
Vault of Horror #12 is important for
its place as the joint first of the new
horror-based EC line (published
alongside Crypt of Terror #17). It’s
significance and importance is
reflected in it being the most valuable
of the EC Comics for the year, with a
record sale (as of 2020) of $14,000 in
2018.

Written by Bill Gaines and Al Feldstein,
cover by Johnny Craig, art by Feldstein,
Craig, Jack Kamen, Graham Ingels.
Publisher – EC Comics (USA)
The most well-known of all EC
titles, Tales from the Crypt burst
onto the scene in 1950 with issue 20,
although it had been published as
The Crypt of Terror for issues 17-19.
And as such, it’s a vital comic for the
year, bringing the vision of EC
publisher Gaines and
writer/artist/editor Al Feldstein to
public acclaim.

08
The Shadow #1

Created, written and illustrated
by Jeff Wilkinson
Publisher - Frew Publications (Australia)
Not the US character with the
same name created by Walter B.
Gibson in 1931, this is an Australian
comic book that ran for 168 issues in
total, making it the second longest
running comic title in Australia. This
Shadow is a London crime fighter,
created by Jeff Wilkinson, who wrote
and drew the first 12 issues.

Tales from the Crypt burst onto the
scene in 1950 with issue 20, although it
had been published as The Crypt of
Terror for issues 17-19
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07
School Friend #1

Anthology – Various creators
Publisher – Amalgamated Press (UK)
The first girls’ comic to be
published after the war, School Friend
hit a circulation high of 1 million
copies a week in the ‘50s and ran until
1965 when it was merged into June.
The most notable strip was the bizarre
The Silent Three, created by Horace
Boyten and Stewart Pride and artist
Evelyn Flinders, a tale of three school
friends at St Kits School who’d don
hooded robes to fight crime –
wonderfully weird girls’ comics!

06

05

Peanuts

It Rhymes With Lust

By Charles Schulz (USA)

Writers - Arnold Drake, Leslie Waller (as
Drake Waller) Art – pencils by Matt Baker,
inks by Ray Osrin Publisher – St John
Publishing Company (USA)

Not a comic you could keep in
your hands or on your shelf perhaps,
the first Peanuts collection wouldn’t
appear until 1952 – but if you were
around in 1950 one comic you should
have clipped from your newspaper
was Peanuts. "Good ol' Charlie
Brown ... how I hate him!" might be
the kids in the strip said, but a love of
Peanuts for millions began here.

It Rhymes With Lust is here not
just because it’s good, but because it’s
an essential historical comic – both
as an early example of a graphic novel
and because artist Matt Baker was a
true pioneer, one of the first Black
American artists and a gay man. His
stylish, cultured artwork
accompanied a tale of lust, blackmail,
and temptation where a classic
femme fatale plots and manipulates
to get the political power she craves.
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04

03

Faust

Eagle Comic

By Osamu Tezuka
Publisher – Fuji Shobo (Japan)

Anthology - various creators
Created by The Reverend Marcus Morris
and Frank Hampson.
Publisher - Hulton Press (UK)

Two years before Astro Boy, the genius of Tezuka was
looking to the past, creating this rarely seen work, reimagining Goethe’s Faust as Manga. Previously seen as a
lowly artform, it was the work of Tezuka and others from
the 50s onwards that enabled modern Manga to thrive and
gain a cultural respectability.

Often imitated, never replicated, Eagle took flight in
April 1950 and ran for 19 years with a thrilling mix of
comic strips, most prominently and famously the Dan
Dare comic strip, created by Frank Hampson. Within its
20 pages, eight of them in glorious colour, there were a
wide range of comics; adventures, historical dramas, even
humour strips (including Captain Pugwash). Hugely
successful first issue, selling 900,000 copies.

April 1950 and ran for 19 years with a
thrilling mix of comic strips, most
prominently and famously the Dan Dare
comic strip, created by Frank Hampson
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02

01

Destination Moon (Objectif Lune)

Archie's Girls Betty and Veronica #1

Herge. Initially serialised in Belgium's Tintin magazine from
March to September 1950.
Publisher – Le Lombard

Cover by Bill Vigoda.
Art by George Frese
Publisher - Archie Comics (USA)

The Tintin magazine serialization of one of the most
visionary of the Tintin stories, fuelling the imaginations of
children and adults a full seven years before the launch of
Sputnik-1 in 1957 and the birth of the space race. Herge,
as always, was far ahead of his time, with this trip to the
moon and back for Tintin, Captain Haddock, Professor
Calculus, and Snowyin this story and its follow-up,
Explorers on the Moon.

This series marked the first time Archie Comics gave
centre stage to Archie's favourite girls, "best friends and
worst enemies" Betty Cooper and Veronica Lodge. They'd
been around since the early days of Archie in Pep Comics
but here they came into their own. A classic first issue,
worth $6,500 for a NM copy.
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My selfie with a first issue. Where it all began,
outside the 'Old Bakery', Frank Hampson's studio in
Churchtown, nr. Southport, reading the first issue of
the 1950s Eagle comic. Darren Bradley.

1950

COMIC
MUSEUM
Comic artefacts, memorabilia and fandom

T

he biggest comics launch of
1950 was Eagle, an immediate
hit for a publisher (Hulton
Press) better known, up until then, for
non-comics titles Picture Post and
Farmer’s Weekly. Eagle would spawn a
number of allied titles, Girl, Swift &
Robin all of which would in turn produce
comics, annuals & spin-off merchandise
throughout their 1950s heyday. While
Hulton Press were convinced they were
on to a good thing with Eagle they were
nervous that its launch would be ‘spiked’
by a title from a rival publisher. Given
how many people it takes to produce a
new comic it’s not clear precisely how
worried Hulton Press needed to be, but,
they were worried enough to try and fool
the opposition into releasing their comic
after Eagle had launched.
To that end, the 8 page Eagle preview
(of a comic that was initially 20 pages in
length) that was produced as a
promotional tool for newsagents to help
gauge demand for this new title was, as
you’ll see below, different to the eventual
first issue of Eagle. Firstly, there’s no
banner in the first frame, famously,
declaring that this is the start of the
adventures of ‘Dan Dare, Pilot of the

Future’. The other main difference is the
date – Eagle #1 was cover dated 14th
April 1950 (although it would have been
on sale before this date) but this version
of Eagle is dated 21st April 1950 – a week
later than the eventual publication date.
So either Hulton Press got spooked by
rumours of a rival publication and
published Eagle a week earlier than
anticipated or they tried to throw their
rivals off the scent. Whatever the reason,
the ploy worked and Eagle blazed a trail
and rival publishers scrambled to launch
their own comics for the space age – in
the end titles like Rocket were a pale
imitation of Eagle and shouldn’t have
caused any sleepless nights for the
executives at Hulton Press.
Copies of this preview issue
occasionally surface but you should
expect to pay several hundred pounds for
it. Love Eagle & Dan Dare? Here’s where
to get a regular fix of the nation’s favourite
spaceman...
Dan Dare reprint volumes are
published by Titan Comics – they’ve
published over 15 volumes so far.
For more details on all things Eagle
head over to eagle-times.blogspot.com
and find out about subscribing to Eagle

Times, the quarterly journal of the Eagle
Society. Eagle Times has been published
since 1988 and is the latest in a long line of
fanzines / magazines dedicated to all
things Dan Dare & Eagle.
If you’re in London why not pop into
the Science Museum and (on the ground
floor, in the ‘Making the modern world’
section) check out the two Dan Dare
pieces of original artwork that they have
on display? These two pieces of art , taken
from the very first Dan Dare story, are a
small part of their holdings of original
Dan Dare art that they own.
Head over to
http://spaceshipaway.org/ to discover
50+ back issues of a full colour magazine
dedicated to new adventures set in the
universe of the classic Dan Dare
I blog every day about British comics here
boysadventurecomics.blogspot.com/
I’m on Twitter @richardandsheaf
AUTHOR:
RICHARD SHEAF
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THE ATKINSON
EXHIBIT IN
SOUTHPORT
FEATURES
FRANK
HAMPSON
EAGLE &
DAN DARE
MEMORABILIA
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LOOKING
BACK AT
70 YEARS
SINCE FIRST
PUBLICATION
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DAN
DARE
Second Rock from the Sun

I

n 1950, comic readers were
introduced to a new kind of hero.
Dan Dare: Pilot of the Future was
the cover star of the brand new Eagle
comic. A colonel in the Interplanet Space
Fleet in the then futuristic 1990s, Dare,
aided and abetted by his comical Wiganborn batman, Digby, was soon leading
the third manned mission to Venus. As
with the real-life Korea (Britain would
join the Korean War in June 1950), Dare
discovered a planet bitterly divided
between north and south. The generally
benevolent brown skinned Therons
dominated the planet’s southern
hemisphere while the crueller and more
science-obsessed reptilian Treens ruled
the roost in the north. The Treen empire
was soon revealed to be in thrall to the
malevolent Mekon, a physically
enfeebled figure whose body was
dominated by his giant green bulbous
head. A third race, the blue Atlanteans
also lived on Venus, just north of the
flame-belt which (in Dan Dare’s universe
anyway) circled the planet’s equator.
We are told that the Mekon is the
‘supreme scientist,’ himself the product
of Treen technology. In reality, he is
probably one of the greatest creations of
British science fiction history in comics
or anywhere else. He, Dan Dare, Digby,
their colleagues Sir Hubert Guest and
Professor Jocelyn Peabody all came from
the pen of a young talented Second
World War veteran, Frank Hampson.
Hampson had first been recruited to

work for Eagle founder, Rev Marcus
Morris’s previous title, parish magazine,
The Anvil. The new character also had
religious origins. He was originally going
to be called Chaplain Dan Dare having
been developed from an earlier story
about a tough inner city preacher called
Lex Christian.
Best of British
The new story was an instant hit.
Today, his early adventures seem like an
odd mixture of the future and the past as
if the Battle of Britain were being waged
in the year 2070. In Dare’s world, man has
already conquered the Moon and Mars
and is well on its way to Venus. In reality,
no one had even sent a dog into space in
1950 and we are some way off manned
missions to Mars and Venus even today.
Despite this, the first Dare story is a
classic case of a vision of the future being
forged by the concerns of the time. As
with the creation of the Triffids in John
Wyndham’s 1951 book, the Venus
mission in Dan Dare is prompted by
concerns over food shortages. Food
rationing was still a reality in 1950, just as
it was for Winston Smith in George
Orwell’s 1984 (1949). And Dan Dare’s
Britain clearly enjoys an ascendancy in
the space race which has never existed in
reality.
The quality of the strips was striking,
however, maintained in part, by luxuries
such as scale models in The Eagle offices
to help artists with scale and scientific

advice from such luminaries as Arthur C.
Clarke. As Dan continued his adventures
in The Red Moon Mystery and Reign of
the Robots, he became subject to a
merchandising boom and serialisation on
Radio Luxembourg.
It couldn’t last forever and by the end
of the 1950s, an overworked Hampson
had left the comic. The quality of the
strip suffered – at one point in 1962,
leaving the front page entirely to appear
inside black and white. Dare’s promotion
to Command of Space Fleet marked the
end of new episodes of the story in 1967.
The Eagle itself came to an end in 1969.
Dare to look to the future?
This was not quite the end for Dan
Dare though. Returning in a number of
different guises, the character has made
his mark on almost every decade since.
In 1977, for the second time in just
over a quarter century, Dan Dare was
central to a major British comic launch
with a more violent brutal Dare revived
after two centuries of suspended
animation to head the line-up for
2000AD. 2000AD, in truth, although
good, owed more to the sort of ‘horror
comics’, The Eagle had been created to
oppose than it did to the original Eagle
itself. The launch was a success though:
2000AD is still going strong, 43 years
later, surviving more twice as long as The
Eagle itself managed. Despite this, while
certainly not a bad strip, readers never
took to the new Dan Dare. Always
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overshadowed by 2000AD’s star, Judge
Dredd, he failed to survive even until the
end of the 1970s.
In 1982, Dare got another chance when
The Eagle itself was revived. Perhaps
unsurprisingly, the new comic never
quite captured the magic of the original,
but it was certainly a decent attempt,
lasting until Christmas 1993, by which
time most British comics were in trouble
anyway. The new Dare was a youthful
Flash Gordon-like figure, a descendent of
the original space hero, battling a revived
Mekon several centuries later. The
opening story was written by Pat Mills
and John Wagner, ironically, two of the
creators of Judge Dredd.
The 1980s saw the deaths of Frank
Hampson and Marcus Morris. The
decade also witnessed a number of good
natured spoofs of the original strip.
Private Eye ran Dan Dire: Pilot of the
Future? a satire on Labour leader Neil
Kinnock’s seemingly hopeless battle
against the Magoon (Margaret Thatcher)
while TV’s Spitting Image mocked
George HW Bush’s gaffe-prone Veep in
Dan Quayle: Pillock of the Future.
Clearly, Grant Morrison’s malevolent
Thatcher-like Prime Minister in Revolver
was not the only person to use the Dan
Dare name for political reasons. Best of
all, though less political, was Oink!
comic’s Ham Dare: Pig of the Future.
With high quality scripts and Hampsonesque artwork from Lew Stringer and the
late Malcolm Douglas, the story was
much better than its unpromising
porcine punning title suggests.

COMICSCENE 1950
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Meanwhile, back at The Eagle, a
noble attempt was made to revive
the original Dan Dare character in
his 1950s form in 1989. It could not
save the new Eagle. Otherwise, with
a few notable exceptions, such as
Grant Morrison’s searing attack on
Thatcherism in the 1994 Revolver
version and a 2002 animated series,
little has been seen of Dare since.
Once the Pilot of the Future, Dan
Dare has now become a legendary
figure of British comics past.
AUTHOR:
CHRIS HALLAM
IMAGES:
MARTIN BAINES

As Dan continued his adventures in The Red
Moon Mystery and Reign of the Robots, he
became subject to a merchandising boom and
serialisation on Radio Luxembourg.
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WHERE
EAGLES DARE
The Leading Comic of the ‘50’s

I

t has now been seventy years since
The Eagle first appeared: April
1950 marked its arrival, a date
almost exactly mid-way through the 20th
century. Other comics lasted longer: The
Eagle’s flight lasted a solid 19 years. But
no British comic has ever been held in
such high regard: even today, its cover
featuring a distinctive bird emblem
against a red square background
(modelled on the top of a large brass
inkwell, owned by Rev. Marcus Morris)
seems to suggest quality. Little wonder
that when a series of awards were
established to honour excellence in
British comics in the late 1970s, the name
‘Eagle Awards’ and indeed, the same logo
was chosen.
Back in 1950, everything about The
Eagle suggested its readers were in for a
rare treat. Today, the covers remain
difficult to reproduce but they were
clearly colourful and of a high quality. It
is easy to imagine the impact they must
have had on a generation of schoolboys
raised on war and austerity-era paper
shortages. The design of The Eagle
influenced the look of everything from
the final issue of Dez Skinn’s Warrior in
1985 to the modern day title, Phoenix.
In truth, brilliant though it was, the
cover story, Dan Dare – Pilot of the
Future has tended to overshadow The
Eagle’s other output. It was not, after all,
even a science fiction-themed comic
otherwise. Luck of the Legion, for
example, told the story of Sergeant
“Tough” Luck, a French Foreign Legion
officer.
Western fans – and there were many of
those in 1950 – also enjoyed Jeff Arnold’s
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adventures in Riders of the Range. The
Adventures of PC49 also soon found an
appreciative audience being adapted
directly from a popular radio series, itself
inspired by a 1949 film starring Hugh
Latimer as PC Archibald BerkeleyWilloughby. The title was well chosen it
is hard to imagine a story entitled, ‘The
Adventures of PC Archibald BerkeleyWilloughby’ would have caught on in the
same way.
Humour came in the form of inept
monocled super-sleuth Harris Tweed:
Extra Special Agent, and his assistant
“Boy, ” the creation of cartoonist John
Ryan. Ryan’s earlier strip, Captain
Pugwash had been dropped early on,
being deemed too young for the regular
Eagle audience. Today, most people don’t
even associate the pirate captain with
The Eagle at all. But thanks to its later
long running TV series, it remains by far
the biggest success of Ryan’s career and
technically the most famous story in The
Eagle (other than possibly, Dan Dare
himself ).
Tommy Walls was slightly different.
Empowered by the magical “W” hand
signal created with his thumbs and
fingers, Tommy was a boy whose thirst
for adventure was matched only by his
love for Walls’ ice cream. The strip was,
of course, an advertorial, a vital way for
the comic to meet The Eagle substantial
production costs. Today, Tommy’s ‘W for
Walls’ signal bears a close resemblance to
the sarcastic ‘whatever!’ gesture,
popularised by the 1995 film, Clueless.
The Eagle had other ways of raising
funds too with its publishers, Hulton
Press embarking on a Disney-inspired

merchandising campaign the like of
which had never been seen in the UK
before. Readers – or more likely, their
parents were encouraged to buy
everything from a Dan Dare ‘military’
hairbrush, to slippers, Spaceship Builder
Kits, football boots, stamp albums,
pencils, stationery, all geared towards
promoting the comic’s most famous
space hero. Merchandise was soon
available for Jeff Arnold or Harris Tweed
fans too. Also, spin-off titles started to
appear. Younger readers could enjoy
Robin (1953-69) or Swift (1954-63). Girls
could read Girl (1951-64).
The merchandising might seem
surprising as The Eagle had deeply
religious origins. Vicar Marcus Morris
had in the 1940s, produced the widely
read but financially insolvent, Anvil, a
similar publication to the then popular
Lilliput. Recruiting another talented
Second World War veteran, Frank
Hampson, Morris spied a gap in the
market, launching a title which would
appeal to deprived post-war male youth
while hopefully combatting the threat
Morris felt was presented by the so-called
“horror” comics coming from the US.
The first Eagle was a spectacular
success and sold 900,000 copies. Eagle
would settle down to three quarters of a
million sales a week - with an estimated
two and a quarter million people reading
it.
Some have detected a somewhat
hectoring tone in some of the editorials,
however. “There are really only two
kinds of people in the world,” Morris
wrote. “One kind are the MUGS…the
people who do something for others

rather than just grabbing for themselves
all the time…The opposite of the MUGS
are the Spivs – also called wide boys,
smart guys, hooligans, louts or
racketeers.” Readers were encouraged to
be nominated as “Mug of the Month”.
Such ideas have not aged well, partly
because the meaning of the word “mug”
has changed in the ensuing years. There
was actually relatively little overtly
religious content either in the comic’s
famously detailed cut away pictures or in
its historical biographies (although there
was some).
The Eagle ultimately breathed its last in
April 1969, a few months before Neil
Armstrong walked on the Moon. It would
be easy to claim that the exploits of Dan
Dare and chums could not compete with
the real life space age now unfolding on
TV. But in truth, the end of The Eagle
was not really to do with that.
Behind the scenes, the comic had
declining throughout most of the 1960s.

Marcus Morris had long gone, going onto
help found the UK version of
Cosmopolitan magazine, amongst other
things while an overworked Frank
Hampson had also quit. The comic faced
numerous internal problems in the 1960s
was displaying signs of the decline in
quality and the frequent reprints which
often accompany a comic in its death
throes. The Eagle ultimately merged into
Lion, a comic, itself conceived in the
hope of repeating The Eagle’s success.
It was not quite the end , of course.
Between 1982 and 1994, the new Eagle
made a decent attempt at repeating the
original comic’s success. But, in essence,
the glorious flight of The Eagle was over.
AUTHOR:
CHRIS HALLAM
IMAGES:
MARTIN BAINES
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STRANGE

ADVENTURES
The Thinking Man's Comic!

T

he house ad in All-Star Comics
issue #54 August-September
1950, designed by the great Ira
Schnapp, announced the coming of "FiftyTwo big pages in a newer-than-new comics
magazine, Jam-packed with amazing
adventures in the far reaches of outer
space... Chilling visits to strange planets...
Harrowing journeys into dark infinitudes!"
The actual cover pictured in the house ad
was a line drawing of what would be a rare
photo cover for the time period for DC
Comics, or as the they were known at the
time, National Comics. It also did
something unusual. It touted the writers of
the stories: Edmond Hamilton, David V.
Reed and Gardner F. Fox, all three wellknown science fiction writers.
That first issue of what would become a
244 issue run carried an adaption of the
1950 film "Destination Moon" in which
Robert A. Heinlein was one of the final
script writers. George Pal produced this
early serious science-fiction film. The
adaption for the comic story was done by
Gardner Fox with Curt Swan penciling the
story and John Fischetti inking.
Editorial reins for the that first issue were
shared by Mort Weisinger and Julius
Schwartz who were natural choices since in
1931 both Schwartz and Weisinger began
"The Scienceers." "The Scienceers" was
the first science fiction fan club. A year later
in January 1932 they began their own
fanzine "The Time Travelers" of which
one of its earliest subscribers was Jerome
Siegel who along with Joe Schuster would
later create Superman. In 1934 Julius and

Mort created the Solar Sales Service which
was the world's first science fiction literary
agency. Their first submission came from
Edmond Hamilton who later wrote for
Strange Adventures. Soon other notable
writers such as H.P. Lovecraft and Ray
Bradbury let the agency place their work.
In 1935 Mort left to become a science
fiction editor and later a comic book editor.
Solar Sales continued under Schwartz.
However, on February 21,1944 Julius
Schwartz was lured away from the world of
the Solar Sales agency to edit comic books
for Max Gaines' All-American Comics.
Max was the father of Bill Gaines who
would later create EC Comics and Mad
Magazine. A few months after he joined
All-American they merged with National
Comics where Wesinger worked. Schwartz
edited many of the All-American superheroes but by 1950 most of those had been
canceled. It was in one of the last issues of

Eventually in the 1960s
Mort Weisinger would
use many of Hamilton's
ideas in his vision of
Superman and the
Krypton mythos in
the 1960s.

the last bastion of the heroes All-Star
Comics #54 that carried a full page promo
ad for Strange Adventures #1. Schwartz
stated, "Finally I was a science fiction
editor, one of the gods of the Earth!"
While trying to be a quality science
fiction anthology from issue #1, Schwartz
realized he would need a few continuing
characters. Chris KL-99 was created by
Edmond Hamilton and first illustrated by
Howard Sherman. Edmond Hamilton had
been selling science fiction tales to pulp
magazines such as Weird Tales since 1926
and for a time was known as "The World
Wrecker" for his galactic disaster stories.
Beginning with issue #9 Chris KL-99 was
illustrated by the dean of DC's science
fiction comics, Murphy Anderson. Chris
KL-99 would appear in issues 1-3, 5,7,9,11
and end in 15. Murphy Anderson stated
"When I worked on Edmond Hamilton's
characters, it was a dream come true. No
one could write a story that was more
science fiction to my taste. It was a real
pleasure to work on his scripts." Hamilton
would continue at DC with Schwartz but
moonlight on Batman and Superman.
Eventually in the 1960s Mort Weisinger
would use many of Hamilton's ideas in his
vision of Superman and the Krypton
mythos in the 1960s. Also in Strange
Adventures #9, a long running series,
Captain Comet, would begin and appear in
38 issues between #9 and #49 missing only
45, 47 and 48. Every Captain Comet story
was written by John Broome under the
pseudonym of Edgar Ray Merritt. The
origin story in issue #9 was illustrated by
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Carmine Infantino and inked by Bernard
Sachs through issue #11. Murphy
Anderson would begin as the regular artist
and would continue on the strip through
issue #44. In Strange Adventures issue #22
Broome and Anderson gave us the original
inspiration for Green Lantern's Guardians
of the Universe in "Guardians of the
Clockwork Universe", a Captain Comet
story.
The strong sales of the gorilla cover on
Strange Adventures issue #8 also led to a
theme at DC! Gorilla covers always
seemed to sell well. The title sold well
enough through the 1950s that a spin off
anthology title followed, called Mystery in
Space using the same artists and writers.
As the 1950's rolled on Schwartz had a
finely tuned factory for turning out fanciful
but thoughtful science fiction stories that
hinged on a science facts. His regular
writing team grew to include Gardner Fox,
John Broome, Manly Wade Wellman and
Ed Herron. His artists included Carmine
Infantino, Sid Greene (who always lettered
his own titles), Gil Kane and Mike
Sekowsky. Returning to the fold in 1958
after several years working on the Buck
Rogers newspaper strip was Murphy
Anderson.
Julius Schwartz had a unique way of
producing his cover stories. He would
invite his artists to a conference to do a
series of cover sketches where they would
come up with what Schwartz thought were
eye catching ideas. While Schwartz wrote
few scripts himself he was involved in the
plotting of many of the stories, especially
the lead cover stories. He would have
Infantino, Kane or Anderson do the cover
sketch first. Once they had a great concept
for a cover tease, they would give it to a
writer, usually Gardner Fox or John
Broome to write the script. This way they
had a cover hook that would grab the
reader's eye and make them want to buy
the book! They would plot the story
around that narrative hook!
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Schwartz would have
the artist do the cover
in detailed pencils and
then Adler would ink
it and apply a grey
wash (ink diluted
with water) to create a
tonal painting.
Cover gimmicks included everything
from selling air, people swimming in the
air, Tom Thumb spacemen, space
Olympics, cavemen fighting jets from the
back of flying pterodactyls, faceless aliens
and the ever-present gorilla. Gorilla cover
ideas included human brain transfers to
gorillas, gorillas performing experiments
on humans, gorillas conquering the Earth
to gorillas stealing library books.
One of the interesting special artistic
effects that Schwartz would sometimes use
on his covers was wash on top of pen and
ink. Fans mistakenly called them "greytone" covers. According to Production
Chief Jack Adler, who came up with the
concept and the process, there was nothing
grey-tone about it. Schwartz would have
the artist do the cover in detailed pencils
and then Adler would ink it and apply a
grey wash (ink diluted with water) to
create a tonal painting. Strange Adventures
#80, 110, 143 and 150 used this effect.
Artist Sid Greene had a habit of drawing
his editor, Julius Schwartz into comics. He
represented him as everything from aliens
to spaceman and finally as the editor
himself in Strange Adventures issue #140
titled "The Strange Adventure That Really
Happened." In that issue the entire creative

team appears, Schwartz, Greene and
writer Fox.
One of the odder issues was a cross-over
of sorts with Dobie Gillis! National-DC
had licensed the rights to many hit TV
comedies in the 1950s and early 60s. At the
time these actually sold quite well. "The
Many Loves of Dobie Gillis" began
publication in June 1960 and lasted four
years. But, in issue #122, November 1960, a
Dobie Gillis comic book played a major
role in defeating a giant alien in "David and
the Space Goliath."The story was by
Gardner Fox and Murphy Anderson. Issue
#154 was unique in that EC artist Wallace
Wood, known for his work in Weird
Science and Weird Fantasy teamed up with
Gil Kane for a story.
It was time to test continuing characters
again. With issue #104, in May 1959, "Space
Museum" written by Gardner Fox began.
The first story were drawn by Mike
Sekowsky but beginning with #106
Carmine Infantino took over the art at first
only penciling the story. Beginning with
issue #109 "Secret of the Tick-Tock World"
Infantino would both pencil and ink the
majority of the stories. Anderson would
ink three of them near the end. Infantino's
full art was gave the readers a special treat.
Infantino had evolved from being a Milton
Caniff inspired young artist into a stunning
storyteller. Notably when he inked his
stories you could tell the Frank Lloyd
Wright influence. Space Museum would
appear in every third issue, eventually
rotating with Star Hawkins and The Atomic
Knights.
According to Schwartz Star Hawkins was
based on a future version of Humphrey
Bogart with a robot Dr. Watson as his girl
Friday named Ilda. These stories were
often tongue-in-cheek. They began in
Strange Adventures issue #114 March 1960.
Star Hawkins was created by John Broome
and Mike Sekowsky. They wrote and
illustrated the bulk of the 21 issues he
appeared in. The last Schwartz episode
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was written by France Ed Herron after
which Jack Schiff took over as the editor.
The only "Strange Adventures" character
he continued was Hawkins but he used a
different creative team of Dave Wood and
Gil Kane.
Murphy Anderson had returned to DC
after another try at Buck Rogers with
Strange Adventures issue #94 July 1958. He
would work on solo anthology stories as
well as inking other artists such as Mike
Sekowsky, Gil Kane and notably Carmine
Infantino. Periodically gorilla covers and
stories would show up and Infantino and
Anderson teamed up on a script by
Gardner Fox for one of the best stories in
issue #125 "The Flying Gorilla Menace!"
Finally in issue #117 of Strange Adventures,
Murphy Anderson had a strip of his own:
"The Atomic Knights"! It ran quarterly
every third issue in rotation with Space
Museum and Star Hawkins. For 15 issues
between issues #117 and #160, The Atomic
Knights existed in a post-apocalyptic world
after World War Three. This was later
retconned into The Great Disaster. The
Knights stories were not only beautifully
illustrated but they were sequential. In
every story they visited major cities in the
post nuclear war series. In one issue
featuring the Cavemen of New York there
was a half splash page showing the
destroyed George Washington Bridge with
the shattered New York cityscape in the
background. Issue #125 had them crossing
the country to the Lost City of Los
Angeles. One of Schwartz's favorite issues
was #147 as it had the Knights in New
Orleans where they were involved in a
Dixieland parade. Julie Schwartz, being a
big fan of Dixieland Jazz, donated the art to
the museum of New Orleans.
As great as the early issues were, the
issues from #110 to 163 were at their
pseudo-scientific peak. But with the next
issue everything changed. Due to flagging
sales on Batman, Detective Comics and
World's Finest Comics a change in editors

But this left Strange
Adventures and its
sister sci-fi publication,
"Mystery in Space,"
in the hands of Jack
Schiff.
and creative direction was required.
World's Finest Comics would move to
Mort Weisinger's Superman family of
comics. Schwartz gained Batman and
Detective Comics plus a Hawkman comic.
But this left Strange Adventures and its
sister sci-fi publication, "Mystery in Space,"
in the hands of Jack Schiff. While Star
Hawkins did make a couple more
appearances, Dave Wood and Howard
Purcell did create a new short lived
character called The Enchantress as well as
Animal Man with Carmine Infantino.
Beginning with issue #205 new editor Jack
Miller had Arnold Drake and Carmine
Infantino create Deadman. Beginning with
the second issue it would feature the
artwork of up and coming artist Neal
Adams for the next eleven issues.
With issue # 217 Julius Schwartz was
back as editor again, however, this time, he
was re-presenting his classic stories of
Adam Strange (from Mystery in Space)
and The Atomic Knights. This would last
from early 1969 to late 1973. Eleven of
these issues would be giant issues ranging
from 68 pages to 52 pages. In addition DC
started a companion comic called From
Beyond the Unknown that reprinted
stories from the pre-1964 days of both
Strange Adventures and Mystery in Space.
The series was nominated for and
received several awards. Notably the Alley
Award in 1963 for "General Fantasy" as well

as "Best Regularly Published Fantasy
Comic in 1965." With the editorial change
to more of a supernatural theme they
received "Best Fantasy-SF-Supernatural
Title" in 1966. With the change in 1967 to
Deadman, it won several more awards:
Best Cover for issue #207 by Neal Adams,
best full-length story "Who's Been Lying In
My Grave?" in issue #205 by Arnold Drake
and Carmine Infantino and "Best New
Strip for 1967."
The original run of Strange Adventures
ended with issue #244 October-November
1973. However, there were several
attempts to revive the title. In March 1976
DC began publishing DC Super Stars
including a recurring feature in issues 2, 4,
6 and 8 where they reprinted Adam
Strange, The Atomic Knights, Space
Cabbie, Captain Comet, Tommy
Tomorrow, Star Rovers and Space Ranger.
Due to positive response, Strange
Adventures was scheduled to be revived in
1978 but it was renamed Time Warp with
anthology stories instead. In 1999, 2009
and 2011 there were short attempts to
revive it. Finally in 2020 DC did revive it
with Adam Strange in a new series.
The series has been collected in two of
the Showcase Presents series. Showcase
Presents: Strange Adventures #1 (includes
issues 54-73) published December 2008
and Showcase Presents: Strange
Adventures #2 (issues 74-93) November
2013. In 2010 DC republished the Atomic
Knights stories in their own hardback
collection, "The Atomic Knights" by John
Broome and Murphy Anderson. There was
a 400 page archive of the Captain Comet
stories by John Broome and Murphy
Anderson was planned in August 2013, but
it was cancelled.
AUTHOR:
BOB BAILEY
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PEANUTS

In 1950, Charles Monroe Schulz of Minneapolis, Minnesota, took a moderately successful
panel comic called Li’l Folks into the offices of United Feature Syndicate in New York City
and came out with a new gig - Li’l Folks turned into a 4-panel comic strip called
Peanuts and the most successful cartoon strip of all time was off and running.

I

n 1950, Charles Monroe Schulz of
Minneapolis, Minnesota, took a
moderately successful panel comic
called Li’l Folks into the offices of United
Feature Syndicate in New York City and
came out with a new gig - Li’l Folks
turned into a 4-panel comic strip called
Peanuts and the most successful cartoon
strip of all time was off and running.
Since 1950, the adventures of Charlie
Brown, Snoopy, and a small gang of kids
have enchanted and entertained children
and adults around the world, eventually
getting into more than 2,600 newspapers
worldwide, with a readership of more
than 350 million people. But much more
than that, Schulz’s creations have left an
undeniable and indelible mark on
American culture and those readers, of
all ages, backgrounds, religions, and
colours, found a home in the world of
Charles Schulz’s Peanuts.
Schulz was born on November 26,
1922, and dreamed of becoming a
cartoonist from a young age.
Unremarkable at school, his artistic
ability had shone through.
“My earliest recollection of drawing
and getting credit for it and being
complimented on it is from kindergarten.
I think it was my first day, and the teacher
gave us huge sheets of white paper, large
black crayons, and told us to draw
anything we wanted. I drew a man
shoveling snow, and she came around,
paused, looked at my picture, and said,

‘Someday, Charles, you’re going to be an
artist.” - Charles M. Schulz (1985)
His mother enrolled him in the Federal
Schools correspondence school for
artists and a young Schulz began the
process of pitching gag cartoons to
magazines. It wasn’t too successful, with
Schulz recalling that he submitted
cartoons continuously but received,
'nothing but rejection slips.'
By 1947, following his military service
with the 20th Armored Infantry Division,
he had taught at the commercial art
correspondence school in Minneapolis,
sold a few gag cartoons to The Saturday
Evening Post and developed a strip
cartoon called Li'l Folks. Little did
Schulz realize that his life would never be
the same again.
“When I was growing up, the three
main forms of entertainment were the
Saturday afternoon serials at the movie

Li'l Folks ran for the
first time in 1947, the
first two cartoons
running in June in the
Minneapolis Tribune...

houses, the late afternoon radio
programs and the comic strips. My dad
was always a great comic strip reader,
and he and I made sure that all four
newspapers published in Minneapolis –
St. Paul were brought home. I grew up
with only one real career desire in life,
and that was to someday draw my own
comic strip.” Charles M. Schulz (1983)
Li'l Folks ran for the first time in 1947,
the first two cartoons running in June in
the Minneapolis Tribune before moving
to St Paul Pioneer Press, who bought a
series of just 17 cartoons, single panels
that would run from 1948-1950, earning
the young Schulz a weekly gig paying $10
a week.
Running buried in the women’s
section of the paper, the embryonic form
of what would become Peanuts was
hardly a success, but did well enough for
Schulz to request that his strip be moved
to run in a more prominent position in
the paper or be turned into a daily strip,
with either option coming with a pay
rise. All three demands were turned
down flat and Schulz quit.
In 1950, the 27-year-old Schulz was
back pitching to the newspaper
syndicates but was also working on a
different version of Li’l Folks, a fourpanel comic strip instead of the single
panel that had been running. When
United Feature Syndicate expressed an
interest to meet Schulz to talk over
syndicating Li’l Folks, he took along both
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his panel cartoons and the first
instalments of the 4-panel Li’l Folks that
he’d worked up. The rest, as they say, is
history. Well, nearly. The problem was
that there were a couple of strips, Al
Capp’s Lil’ Abner and one called Little
Folks already being published and United
felt the name just wouldn't work with
these similar properties. So, with the
strip due to launch, they quickly chose
the name Peanuts - from the peanut
gallery from the Howdy Doody TV show.
Schulz hated the name from the start,
saying that he “wanted a strip with
dignity and significance. Peanuts made it
sound too insignificant.” Over the years,
he did try, unsuccessfully, several times
to bring in different titles for the strip,
running the subtitle of ‘Good Ol’ Charlie
Brown’. But the name stuck.
“Although I have always resented the
title ‘Peanuts’ which I was forced to use –
and I’m still convinced it’s the worst title
for any comic strip – it probably doesn’t
matter what it is called so long as each
effort brings some kind of joy to
someone, someplace. My work is
extremely satisfying and to be able to
draw Snoopy, Charlie Brown, Lucy and
all the other little characters and to know
that people love them and care about
what happens to them makes my work
extremely satisfying.” Charles M. Schulz
(1979)
Peanuts launched on October 2, 1950 –
a true moment of genius in comics
history when Charles Schulz began what
would become known as the greatest
comic strip of all time.
That first strip features Charlie Brown
walking past two friends, Shermy and
Patty (not to be confused with
Peppermint Patty, who wouldn’t appear
until 1966), with Shermy remarking,
"Well" Here comes ol' Charlie Brown!
Good ol' Charlie Brown ... yes, sir! Good
ol' Charlie Brown ... how I hate him!"
Snoopy appeared just two days later,
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Snoopy appeared just
two days later, October
4, 1950, although as yet
unnamed. Schulz
basing his future
world conquering dog
loosely on a black-andwhite dog called Spike
he'd had as a teen.
October 4, 1950, although as yet
unnamed. Schulz basing his future world
conquering dog loosely on a black-andwhite dog called Spike he'd had as a teen.
The earliest strips from 1950 only
featured a handful of characters; Charlie
Brown, the unnamed Snoopy, and
Charlie’s two friends, Patty and Shermy.
It wouldn’t be until the ‘60s when we saw
the introduction of so many well-known
Peanuts characters;
Violet Gray and Schroeder arrived in
1951, Lucy and Linus Van Pelt in 1952,
Pig Pen and Charlotte Braun in 1954.
This fixed the cast until 1961, with the
introduction of Frieda, and Peppermint
Patty in 1966, and Franklin in 1968.
Of course, Schulz was a way off the
beautiful starkness of the best of Peanuts,
with all of its spare details, generic
backgrounds, and minimalist perfection,
but there were still great art and great
moments in these earliest strips. You can
see elements of the wonderful repetition
that marks out so much of Peanuts,
Schulz unwilling to move his characters
too much, keeping the backgrounds
relatively fixed, working hard to make the

characters' words and actions completely
hold our attention.
At least some of the minimal nature of
the settings for Peanuts came, even in the
early years, from necessity. Schulz knew
that he needed to draw the reader's eye
inexorably to his work, and there's no
better way of doing that than to be an
oasis of white space amongst the tight
newsprint. And this space, the minimal
simplicity, also allowed an older Schulz
the means to introduce more complex
issues, to comment on events, to delve
into philosophy, all through the mouths
of babes.
And then of course, there’s poor old
Charlie Brown; a melancholic stoic with
a penchant for finding the bright spot in
the downpour, just before succumbing to
the latest round of self-inflicted angst and
depression. This fragile, introspective,
thing, who always looked old before his
time, that head with just those few lines,
a bare pate, vulnerable, an angst-ridden
conduit for the best of Schulz’s writing.
Yet, to his eternal credit, and because of
Schulz's profound genius, Charlie Brown
as the strip's everyman always fails yet
never truly gives in. A new day is always
coming, a new strip, a new hope, always
that hope that's there - before it, like the
football, is snatched away once more.
“I suppose there's a melancholy feeling
in a lot of cartoonists, because
cartooning, like all other humour, comes
from bad things happening.” Charles
Schulz in an interview with Charlie Rose,
1997.
On publication, Peanuts was published
in just seven US newspapers and was
anything but an overnight success,
coming last in the New York World
Telegram's 1950 reader survey.
But the success did come, momentum
built up, but it was a relatively slow
beginning, with the strip slowly
increasing readership, slowly picking up
more newspapers and, by the end of the
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first decade of Peanuts it was appearing
in hundreds of newspapers and had won
Schulz a Reuben award, in 1955, the
National Cartoonists Society’s highest
honour.
The early strips may have been raw,
but you could already see the seeds of
what would make the strip into the
world’s favourite. It all comes from
Schulz’s incredible control of the
moment, his ability to fill 4-panels with
so little and still say so much. In having
so little, even nothing, to happen, Schulz
seemed to naturally understand that this
would fill his creation with imagination
in the unsaid and undrawn, opening up
worlds of wonder and possibility for the
reader to explore.
Simply put, Peanuts didn't need to
show us the amazing, it did far better, it
made us imagine the amazing.
Schulz talked of Peanuts being
something that "deals in intelligent
things, things that people have been
afraid of." And Peanuts was never, not to
Schulz nor to its legions of readers a kids'
comic strip. The space that Schulz gave
to his work is what allowed the strip to
do so much, be so much. Schulz claimed
that his strips were "about nothing", but
for the world of readers, they can - and
have been - in their time, have been
about everything and anything.
Following that first decade of slowly
building, Peanuts absolutely took over
the world in the '60s onwards, with
merchandise, much beloved TV shows,
and worldwide acclaim, including a
famous TIME magazine interview with
Schulz’s characters featured on the cover.
From the 80s onwards, Schulz's
creation had made the artist a fortune.
But this was a modest, hard-working
man who didn't court fame or fortune, a
man who gave away millions to charity,
and a man who never stopped making
the comic strip that gave him all he had.

Peanuts absolutely
took over the world
in the '60s onwards,
with merchandise,
much beloved TV
shows, and
worldwide acclaim...

Following deteriorating health, Schulz
announced, in December 1999, that he
was planning on retiring. It was hardly an
easy thing for Schulz to accept, this man
who’d devoted his adult life to making his
strip.
"I never dreamed that this was what
would happen to me. I always had the
feeling that I would probably stay with
the strip until I was in my early eighties.
But all of a sudden it's gone. It's been
taken away from me. I did not take this
away from me." Charles Schulz to Al
Roker on The Today Show.
The final Peanuts daily strip was
published on February 12, 2000, with the
final Peanuts Sunday strip appearing on
February 13, 2000. But sadly, Schulz
passed away, aged 78, at his home in
Santa Rosa the day before that final daily
saw print, February 12, 2000.
He’d made 17,897 Peanuts strips
consisting of 15,391 dailies and 2,506
Sundays, each and every one written,
drawn, and hand-lettered by Schulz. It
was a huge achievement for one of the
comic world’s greatest artists and leaves a

massive legacy to a world of fans, old and
new. His widow, Jean Schulz, is the
President of the Board of Directors at the
Charles M. Schulz Museum and
continues that legacy to this day.
Schulz would never acknowledge that
what he did was Great Art. He believed
truly great art is something that
continues to appeal, to stimulate, to
resonate, long after the artist's death.
Well, it's 20 years and more since
Schulz's death and more than 70 years
since Peanuts began in 1950 – I think we
can definitely call what Charles Schulz
did great art now.
AUTHOR:
RICHARD BRUTON

Charles Schulz’s Peanuts is, of course,
available in many collections. However,
the finest one has to be the 26 volumes of
The Complete Peanuts, published by
Fantagraphics. Each volume collects two
years chronologically and is beautifully
designed by the cartoonist Seth. Schulz’s
Li’l Folks is collected as part of volume
25 and volume 26 contains Schulz’s nonstrip Peanuts art.
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LANA LANG
Superboy's Silver Age Girl-Friend
and Lois Lane's Silver Age Rival.

L

ana Lang was a very unique
character. She never had her
own book or series yet at
various times she appeared in eight
different books throughout the preSilver-Age, Silver-Age and Bronze Age of
Comics. Book titles in which she
appeared include: Superboy, Adventure
Comics, Superman's Girlfriend, Lois
Lane, Superman's Pal, Jimmy Olsen,
Superman, Action Comics, Superman
Family and The New Adventures of
Superboy.
In most of Lana's appearances in the
early to mid 1950s she was the girl who
lived next door to Clark and similar to
Lois Lane in the adult series she
suspected Clark Kent of being Superboy.
She spent much of her time trying to
prove his secret identity. Toward the end
of the 1950s when editor Mort Wesinger
was developing the Superman mythos,
the relationship of Superboy and Lana
became slightly more romantic.
Lana Lang first appeared in the
September-October 1950 issue of
Superboy #10. In that issue Lana is
introduced as the girl next door. Her
father is an explorer who is traveling to
Africa along with Lana's mother. This
story and many other early stories were
written by the talented scribe of Batman,
Bill Finger and were drawn by former Joe
Shuster assistant John Sikela and inked
by Ed Dobrotka. In these early stories
Lana's hair color is brown but would
soon become solid red. She would next
appear in Superboy #11 in two stories by

the same team. Notably, she appears on
the cover of Superboy #11 with brown
hair.
By Superboy #18, February-March
1952, Lana, still with brown hair, is a
movie actress in "Lana Lang, Movie
Star." She ends up co-starring in "Girl
From the Jungle" with Superboy. Finally
deciding she doesn't want to be a
hollywood star afterall, she wants to be
just a nobody like Clark Kent. In
Superboy #24, February-March 1953, she
has red hair on the cover and in the lead
story "The Super-Fat Boy of Steel." In
this story written by Edmond Hamilton
and illustrated by John Sikela, Lana,
along with most of the population of

Lana helps Superboy
in issue #30, January
1954, we get a
foreshadowing of a
famous Jimmy Olsen
story of the future in
"The Giant Who
Came to Smallville."

Smallville gain weight becoming obese.
This is one of the earliest stories to
become a twice-told tale. In a "twicetold tale" editor Mort Wesinger would
reuse all or some elements of a prior
story, sometimes with notable changes.
Lana has a larger role in Superboy #28,
October-November 1953. She believes a
new boy named Alan who moves to
Smallville is Superboy, at least for awhile.
She is dissuaded from that notion when
she sees Superboy's costume float by a
window while she is with both Alan and
Clark. Alan is not seen again after this
story. Lana helps Superboy in issue #30,
January 1954, we get a foreshadowing of
a famous Jimmy Olsen story of the future
in "The Giant Who Came to Smallville."
A small boy is turned into a giant turtle
boy and a wreaks havok in Smallville.
Parts of this story becomes another
twice-told tale, this time as a Jimmy
Olsen story. But, interestingly, the basic
look of the character came from a pulp
magazine named "Thrilling Wonder
Stories" published in July 1940 which
Mort Weisinger had edited.
In Superboy #40, April 1955, Lana is
featured in "The Magic Necklace." She
and Clark Kent join her explorer father
on an expedition to Tibet. Clark saves a
Llama from a falling statue for which he
is gifted a so-called magic amulet. Lana
wears the amulet for it's supposed
protective powers. All the while,
Superboy is actually Lana's secret
protector. Meanwhile, an unscrupulous
guide steals the worthless amulet which
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is later recovered by Superboy.
In "The Secret Lives of Superboy" in
Superboy #51, September 1956, Lana
picks up a package of clothes from Ma
Kent to be donated to the Community
Chest. Later Ma Kent realizes she has
given away a parcel of Superboy's
mementos along with a detailed record
explaining how they relate to Superboy's
history. Lana thinks she has exposed
Superboy at last. Superboy outwits Lana
by duplicating the box of mementos and
has dozens of them show up from
different families.
In Superboy #58 Lana is tested by
Superboy to see if she can keep his
identity secret if he reveals who he is to
her. Superboy, disguised as her cousin
Tommy Lang, moves into her house.
Lana fails miserably at keeping his
identity secret on five different occasion,
thus, proving to Lana that he cannot trust
her with his true identity.
In April 1958's Superboy #64,
Superboy prepares pills that will
temporarily give a person super powers.
Ma Kent thinks it's a present for Lana and
gives them to her in "Lana Lang's Super
Birthday". She takes them and problems
ensue. Superboy makes her realize she is
not responsible enough to have super
powers.
In Superboy #72, April 1959, Superboy
gives Lana the power of flight for three
hours in return for her giving up the
proof she has discovered about his secret
identity. During their flight together she
is briefly able to read his mind. She hears
his thought that if they remain hooked up
in flight for three hours she would retain
the power of flight permanently. Of
course, Superboy outwits her.
The 1950's and early 1960's Superboy
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In Adventure Comics
#282, March 1961,
Superboy meets Star
Boy of the Legion of
Super-Heroes and a
romance appears to
develop between
Star Boy and Lana.
stories had little or no continuity. For
example: in Adventure Comics #261,
June 1959, Lana Lang goes to a summer
camp and meets a teen-age Lois Lane for
an adventure but in a later issues Lana
does not remember Lois. In Adventure
Comics #280, January 1961, Superboy
meets another person who will mean a
lot to him in the future, a teen-age Lori
Lemaris, the mermaid from Atlantis.
Lana discovers that Superboy is
performing an experiment to change Lori
into an air breather. Even while jealous of
Lori, Lana carries her to an underground
pond to save her life when she discovers
Lori is near death due to lack of water.
In Adventure Comics #282, March
1961, Superboy meets Star Boy of the
Legion of Super-Heroes and a romance
appears to develop between Star Boy and
Lana. However, she is just using him to
make Superboy jealous. In the same
month in Superboy #87 while at a party
in the Kents home, Lana almost opens

the secret closet where Superboy's robots
are kept but the robots prevent it. While
Superboy is waiting to see if she opens
the secret closet he has a flashback and
relives how Lana and her family moved
next door to the Kents and how she first
became suspicious of him.
In Adventure Comics #285, June 1961,
Lana's father returns from an African
expedition and brings back a small
ancient alien belt that just happens to fit
Lana. Lana tries it on and discovers she
can fly, has super-strength and is
invulnerable to bullets but not to wood
or fire. Superboy later destroys the belt at
the request of her father.
In the very next month, July 1961, in
Superboy # 90, Lana, while with her
father visiting another professor's lab
sees a time-viewing machine which she's
told does not work. While puttering
around she gets it to work briefly and
sees Superman in 1961 kissing Lois Lane,
a reporter at the Daily Planet. She tries
her best to sabotage Lois's future
newspaper career but fails. It is
interesting that Lana does not recognize
Lois from Adventure Comics #261.
In Superboy #93 December 1961 Lana
creates a Superboy Identity Detection Kit
worthy of Sherlock Holmes but it is
thwarted with help from Chameleon Boy
of the Legion of Super-Heroes.
In Adventure Comics #297, June 1962,
titled "Lana Lang's Superboy's Sister",
Lana's parents are lost in Africa and The
Kents become her guardians. Lana
accidentally sprays Clark with perfume
which leads to two crooks presuming
that Superboy must really be a girl. After
Lana over hears the crooks, she creates a
Superboy costume so she can pretend to
be Superboy. Later she realizes she has
put the Kents in danger and helps

Superboy catch the crooks.
In Adventure Comics #298, July 1962,
titled "The Fat Superboy" the Kent's
return from vacation to discover that
their entire town has become as fat as
hogs including Lana Lang. She gained so
much weight she gets stuck in her desk
and later in a telephone booth due to her
giant ass. Superboy uses Red Kryptonite
to make Clark fatter but then has to
disguise the chubby Superboy until the
effect wears off. This is what is called a
"twice-told tale" where editor Mort
Weisinger uses an old plot from years
before with minor to major changes to
create a new story. This story was redone
from Superboy #24, February-March
1953.
In January 1963, Superboy #102, there
is a flashback story about "The Amazing
Tots of Smallville." All the main
characters including Clark Kent, Lana
Lang, Pete Ross and Lex Luthor appear
as toddlers even though it has been
established that Lana and Lex didn't live
in Smallville until teenagers.
Lana first appears as Insect Queen in
Superboy #124, October 1965. She
rescues an insect-like alien trapped under
a tree. In gratitude he gives her a
biogentic ring which gives her insect
powers. The story was done as a one-shot
but Lana as Insect Queen would return
several times.
In March 1966 Lana becomes Insect
Queen and is featured in a book-length
story, "The Strange Insect Lives of Lana
Lang." She helps to save the life of Bee
Boy. Of special note is a one page history
feature on Lana called "The Lowdown
on Lana."
In April 1967 Lana joins Superboy for a
visit to the Legion of Super-Heroes in

Adventure Comics #355. In a story titled
"The Six-Legged Legionnaire," Lana
applies for membership and is officially
denied but she participates in a mission
and is elected to the Legion Reserve.
In the two-part story in Adventure
Comics #369 and #370, June and July
1968, Superboy and several Legionnaires
hide in the 20th century from a villainous
wizard named Mordru the Merciless.
Lana is put under Mordu's control and
becomes his spy. In the second half of
the story Lana, free of Mordu's
influence, becomes Insect Queen and
helps the Legion defeat Mordu.
Also, in July 1968, Lana appears in the
last edited Mort Weisiner issue of
Supeboy called "Wanted Dead or Alive
Bonnie Lang and Clyde Kent." In the
story Lana gets hit on the head while
disguised as Bonnie and thinks she is the
criminal. Later she recovers.
Lana continues to make appearances in
the Superboy title under the new
editorship but her role is minimized.
One of the better later stories featuring
her appears in Superboy #181, January
1972, titled "Super-Marriage... or SuperFlop". Lana imagines what it would be
like to be married to Superboy. Lana
continues to appear in Superboy but her
character is seen less and less as the title
begins to feature the Legion of the SuperHeroes.
The last notable appearance of Lana
Lang in Superboy is in #205, NovemberDecember 1974. The story titled "The
Legion of Super-Executioners" features
Lana as Insect Queen. She joins
Superboy for a visit to the Legion
headquarters in the 30th Century.
At the same time Lana began
appearing in Lois Lane's comic as an

adult. In Superman's Girlfriend, Lois
Lane #7, February 1959, Lana shows up
destitute in Metropolis and Lois helps
her get back on her feet. She tells Lois
about a ring that Superboy made for her
and offers it to her but Lois refuses to
take it. Superman decides to makes a
similar ring for Lois, but later discovers it
is made of a deadly metal. Superman and
Lana plot to make Lois so mad at him she
will give it back to Superman. In a fit of
rage she does just that and Superman and
Lana explain the truth to her.
From this point forward for many
years a rivalry that is sometimes friendly
and sometime psychopathic develops
between Lana and Lois. They appear so
much together in the stories for several
years that there was talk the title should
have been "Superman's Girl Friends, Lois
and Lana."
One of Lana's more notable
appearances in Lois' magazine is in Lois
Lane #10 titled "Baby Lois Lane." Lois
uses a youth ray that progressively makes
her younger by the day until she is a baby.
To teach Lois a lesson he baby feeds her
the antidote in front of Lana Lang.
In Lois Lane #12, October 1959, a
professor gives Lois Lane a formula for
Super-Strength and Invulnerability in
"The Girl Atlas." Lana spends the night
with Lois and drinks the formula wanting
to become invulnerable and super-strong
so Superman will marry her. Lois tricks
her into weeks of public strength feats
causing Lana to become grotesque and
muscle bound. Superman devises an
antidote for her.
In Lois Lane #17, May 1960, Superman
foils a plot of Brainiac's to destroy the
Earth. Brainiac tells Superman he will
not destroy the Earth if he can save Lois
and Lana from being destroyed in an
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explosion in an old mill. Superman gives
Lana and Lois a transfusion of his
Kryptonian blood which protects them
in the explosion, saving the Earth from
Brainiac's plot. Lana and Lois' superpowers fade away.
There is a sequel to Lois Lane #17 in
"The Battle Between Super-Lois and
Super-Lana," in Lois Lane #21,
November 1960. It's in this issue that it is
established that Lana is now a "TV
Telecaster." While both girls are covering
a news story about a missile test they
decide to go swimming in The Cavern of
1,000 Lakes. It is rumored that
swimming in the lake gives one powers.
Both girls acquire super-powers which
causes Superman a great deal of
headaches. Luckily their powers fade
away.
Lana's next main appearance is in Lois
Lane #26, July 1961 in a cover-featured
imaginary story called "The Day
Superman Married Lana Lang." Lana
accidentally discovers Superman's
identity. She volunteers to have him
erase the knowledge of his identity from
her memory. Superman is so touched by
her selfless act that he asks her to marry
him. He gives her super-powers using a
formula that would only work on her.
Her powers are even stronger than
Superman's in that she is not vulnerable
to kryptonite. She has to rescue him
repeatedly. She ends up leaving him to
live in another galaxy so he can save face.
Lana is featured again in Lois Lane
#33, May 1962 in a story titled "The
Phantom Lois Lane". Superman gives
them both a brooch created out of space
metals. Lana's brooch is different and it
makes her evil. She sends both Lois and
Lori the Mermaid into the Phantom
Zone. Later Superman realizes what has

She instead ends up
in the distant future
where she meets
the grandson of
Superman and
Lois and falls in love
with him.

happened and rescues the two and
destroys Lana's brooch.
There is an imaginary story in Lois
Lane #36, October 1962, that appears to
be inspired by a story in #26. In this
story Lois and Superman are already
married and to quell her heartbreak Lana
volunteers to be projected into the fourth
dimension. She instead ends up in the
distant future where she meets the
grandson of Superman and Lois and falls
in love with him.
Lois Lane #41, May 1963, has an
unusual story in which Lana plays a big
part in an untold story from the past. The
girls discover that four years ago they
were involved in an adventure they had
forgotten in "Superman's Romance with
Lana Lane." In this story the two girls
become one with combined memories
of both. Superman decides to marry the
new Lana Lane. However, they return to
normal and forget the experience.

Lana began to appear less and less in
the comic but she still had notable
appearances. One example is when Lois
travels back in time in Lois Lane #50,
July 1966, in a story titled "Lois Lane's
Plot Against Lana Lang." Using Professor
Potter's Time Machine, Lois goes into
the past to Smallville to disrupt Lana and
Superboy's romance, but fails.
After many appearances that would be
considered cameos, Lana finally
reappears in a major role in Lois Lane
#99, February 1970, and #100, April
1970. These two stories ,"Is Lois Lane
Guilty?" and "Lois Lane's Last Mile"
were written and drawn by a different
team, Bob Kanigher and Irv Novick.
Batman co-stars in this two part story in
which Lois supposedly has killed Lana
Lang. However, Superman finds Lana
alive in an alien's space ship. Three issues
later editor Mort Weisinger retired and
the Silver Age was over.
AUTHOR:
BOB BAILEY
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MARVEL
BOY
The 1950's Earth Hero
from Uranus!

A

year and a half after Timely
ended their super-hero titles
of "Sub-Mariner," "Human
Torch" and "Marvel Mystery Comics,"
and receded into a morass of crime,
mystery, western, horror, funny animal
and teen comics Stan Lee snuck a new
super-hero title on the public. "Marvel
Boy," #1 December 1950 The book was
on sale on August 24, 1950 in the US.
What inspired publisher Martin
Goodman to do a new super-hero book
when most of them had died out in
1949? Remember this was a sciencefiction based hero and due to the 1947
flying saucer scare that started with
Kenneth Arnold reporting he had seen
flying discs as well the Roswell flying
saucer incident which occurred almost
at the same time. That and the fact that
movie producers were releasing "The
Thing from Another World" and "The
Day the Earth Stood Still" in 1950 may
have led Goodman to see dollar signs.
Writer credits are unknown but it is
doubtful that Stan wrote the full script
as he had a habit of signing the comic
stories he actually wrote the complete
script. However Stan Lee was the editor

and most likely supplied the plot. This
was the same way that Stan would work
with his brother Larry Lieber and Jack
Kirby on the monster stories he did in
the very early 1960s. Stan would create

Russ Heath has done
a good job on the art
chores for first issue
but for reasons
unknown Heath was
replaced with the
second issue of
Marvel Boy and wow
what a replacement
did we get...
Bill Everett!

the plot idea and Larry write a script
based on it and give it to the artist.
The first issues art chores were by
Russ Heath later to be known as a tour
de force of realistic art in DC Comics
war comics. But in 1950 he was just a
journeyman comic artist struggling at
Timely. He had just begun to make a
name for himself as a rather gruesome
horror specialist. He would draw the
first issue's two Marvel Boy stories.
That first issue presented a reverse
version of Superman. Instead of the
hero being born on another planet and
coming to Earth this hero left Earth and
returned to help protect it. Professor
Matthew Grayson had left Earth in
response to the Adolf Hitler's growing
control over the Third Reich and it's
clamoring for world domination.
Professor Grayson's wife had been killed
when the plane she was on had been
shot down by Nazi anti-aircraft gunners.
After Hitler invades The Rhineland on
March 7, 1936 the professor leaves Earth
with his infant son Bob Grayson for
parts unknown. Intending to land on the
Moon, his ship is instead pulled to
Uranus!
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The Uranians were kind, superintelligent and very helpful to Professor
Grayson, who decides to send his young
adult son back to Earth to help Earth see
its way to peace and righteousness. He
gives his son a new uniform and as he
flies away in a Uranian flying saucer and
away he goes.
Russ Heath has done a good job on
the art chores for first issue but for
reasons unknown Heath was replaced
with the second issue of Marvel Boy and
wow what a replacement did we get.
Bill Everett! The legendary creator of
Sub-Mariner the first Timely hero was a
one man comic book show. He could
plot, write, draw, edit and color! It
should be noted that the distinctive
lettering style on the stories from
Marvel Boy #2 thru Astonsihing #6,
October 1951 was Bill Everett's
lettering. With Marvel Boy, #2,
February 1951 Bill Everett turned the
title into a showpiece!
Bob Grayson, Marvel Boy is able to
return to Uranus periodically to get
advice from his father. Yet Bob
continues to save Earth from all kinds of
menaces. Satanna, Astro Men from the
Planet Astros, Crook, ghosts, aliens and
malignant magicians would become the
foils. By the second story of the second
issue Bob Grayson is working as an
insurance investigator in the story,
"Circus of Terror." He uses this identity
as way to fight crime.

Fiction and Starring Marvel Boy in Tales
of Weird Terror but it had a decided
bent towards horror with story titles
like: "The Screaming Tomb" and "The
Walking Ghost" . The third issue cover
also is the first of the series to contain
Bill Everett's distinctive art palatte
signature. With this issue he gains a
female sidekick Starr Ryder who first
appeared in a cameo role in "Blast of
Doom" from issue #2, February 1951.

With issue the third issue of what
would have been Marvel Boy the title is
changed and becomes "Astonishing,"
subtitled Astonishing Tales of Science

Issues #4 and #5 of "Astonishing"
dated June and August 1951 continued
the same wonderful weird mix of outer
space science fiction with horror. With
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Marvel began adding
Captain America
golden age reprints to
issue #3 of Fantasy
Masterpieces in June
1966. With issue #7
February 1967 they
added golden age
stories of SubMariner and Human
Torch.

#6 disappointing sales figures must have
come in and Martin Goodman wasted
no time in yanking Marvel Boy off the
cover of "Astonishing," #6, October 1951
replacing it with an uncredited horror
cover most likely by Carl Burgos. There
were three more Bill Everett Marvel Boy
stories in the same mix of outer space
weird science fiction with horror tone:
"Murder By Magic," "The Phantom Pen"
and "Unseen Terror." With that issue
Marvel Boy disappeard from the
newsstands. With the next issue
Astonishing #7, December 1951 it had
an Atlas distribution symbol on the
cover and became known Atlas comic.
Timely was gone and so was Marvel
Boy.
The character would be totally
forgotten as horror sci-fi hero misfit not
really fitting in the Timely heyday of
1939-1949 or the Atlas hero revival of
Sub-Mariner, Human Torch and Captain
America along with Venus of 1953-1955
until Roy Thomas suggested him for a
reprint in "Marvel Super Heroes," #19,
March 1969. The title had formerly
been known as Fantasy Masterpieces for
the first eleven issues of its run. At first
Lee and Thomas used Marvels famously
corny big monster stories he did with
Kirby and Lieber plus his great Twilight
Zone themed fantasy stories that he did
with Steve Ditko. It should be noted he
signed the stories with Ditko but not the
Kirby ones.
At this time there was the beginning
of a golden age comic book collecting
craze which was first brought to the
public's attention in Playboy Magazine
when the published a Jules Feiffer article
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published in the October 1965 issue on
the golden age of comics. The article
was an excerpt from Feiffer's book "The
Great Comic Book Heroes" which was
also published in 1965 and led to both
Marvel and DC Comics reprinting
various golden age stories. Marvel
began adding Captain America golden
age reprints to issue #3 of Fantasy
Masterpieces in June 1966. With issue
#7 February 1967 they added golden age
stories of Sub-Mariner and Human
Torch.
With issue #12, December 1967 they
changed the title to Marvel Super
Heroes and began featuring one new
try-out story along with the reprints.
Notably Thomas preferred using the Bill
Everett's Sub-Mariner short stories from
the 1950's revival. This led to Marvel
Boy's only appearance in Marvel Super
Heroes #19 March 1969. This was a
reprint of "Murder By Magic" from
Astonishing #6, October 1951 retitled
"Verdict by Magic" to get around the
Comics Code Authority.
Roy Thomas obviously liked the
Marvel Boy character as he used him
again in Fantastic Four #164 and #165,
November and December 1975. Where
he appeared first under the guise of The
Crusader. It was later revealed that this
Marvel Boy was an imposter.

This led to Marvel
Boy's only
appearance in Marvel
Super Heroes #19
March 1969. This
was a reprint of
"Murder By Magic"
from Astonishing #6,
October 1951 retitled
"Verdict by Magic" to
get around the
Comics Code
Authority.

AUTHOR:
BOB BAILEY
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THE SENATE
SUBCOMMITTEE
HEARINGS ON
COMIC BOOKS
By Christopher Irving

O

n April 21st, 1954, the United
States Senate’s Subcommittee of
the Committee on the Judiciary,
to Investigate Juvenile Delinquency,
convened at what is now the Thurgood
Marshall Courthouse in New York CIty.
Investigating the causes of a post-War rise in
juvenile delinquency, Senator Robert
Hendrickson led the charge against crime
and horror comics.
“We are not a subcommittee of bluenosed censors,” Hendrickson said in his
opening statement. “We have no
preconceived notions as to the possible
need for new legislation. We want to find
out what damage, if any, is being done to
our children's minds by certain types of
publications which contain a substantial
degree of sadism, crime, and horror. This,
and only this, is the task at hand.”
The Senate hearings would prove nearfatal to the comic book industry and
medium. Over the decades, they’ve been
simplified to a few flashpoints, and
characters like the over-ambitious and
grand-standing Presidential hopeful
Senator Estes KeFauver, the alarmist
psychiatrist Dr. Frederic Wertham, and the
well-meaning publisher William Gaines
have become the stuff of legend.
The news camera of WNYC imposed the
new medium of television into the
proceedings, and added to the drama on a
scale beyond the courtroom doors or
newspaper headlines.
“It would be wrong to assume that crime

and horror comic books are the major cause
of juvenile delinquency,” Hendrickson
continued. “It would be just as erroneous to
state categorically that they have no effect
whatsoever in aggravating the problem. We
are here to determine what effect on the
whole problem of causation crime and
horror comic books do have.”
It’s easy to simplify the Senate hearings as
a forum for overambitious politicians, or a
kangaroo court transmitted through the
relatively new medium of television. It was
those things, but it was also emblematic of
the Cold War era after World War II, where
the greatest blow against American
democracy would be the corruption of the
nuclear family.
The beginning of the anti-comics
paranoia didn’t start in the 1950s, but the
decade prior. After World War II, there was
an influx of crime and horror comics (the
genre first took root with 1942’s Crime Does
Not Pay by publisher Lev Gleason) and a
decline in the superhero genre. But even
then, concerns over comics’ effect on
children had already surfaced.
In 1940, comic books were considered
“hypodermic injection of sex and murder
[to] make the child impatient with better,
though quieter stories,” at least, that’s
according to writer Sterling North in his
anti-comics article “A National Disgrace” in
the Chicago Daily News. That same year,
publishers that included National Comics
(now known as DC Comics) formed a
proactive advisory board.

The rise in crime and horror by 1947,
after the war’s end and the superhero’s fall
from sales grace, led to more lurid and
violent content and, in turn, more concerns
over their influence on children.
The Catholic Church’s National Office of
Decent Literature took an anti-comics
cause and resulted in an article in New
Republic that condemned comics. This led
to the formation of the Association of
Comic Magazine Publishers, who formed a
production code to exercise decent and
righteous content in their comics. What
started at 90% of publishers dwindled down
to an insignificant amount in the next six
years.
“I think as we look back, it was a sincere
effort to bring some beginning of order out
of chaos,” Henry Schultz, attorney for the
ACMP admitted at the Senate hearings.
“Unfortunately, early in the operation of
that association, some of the larger
publishers left it...”
Many of the more wholesome publishers
left the ACMP to keep from an association
with the more lurid crime and horror ones.
“I say that one experience in continuing
this organization has been a study in
frustration,” Schultz later said. “When I
came into the picture some 6 or 7 years ago,
we had one-third of the industry. Since that
time there have been defections from that
very substantially so that today
unfortunately our association represents a
very insignificant, small fraction of the
industry, those few diehards who still
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believe that by some miracle the
organization of their original premise,
which was a program of self-regulation of
comics, might yet come true.
“Unfortunately it has not happened.”
The ACMP wasn’t enough to quell the
crusade of psychiatrist Dr. Fredric Wertham
in 1948; an article “Horror in the Nursery,”
complete with a staged photo of two kids
torturing a third, debuted in Collier’s
Magazine. Citing cases from his own
LaFargue Clinic, as well as public and
private referrals, Wertham concluded
“comic book reading was a direct
influencing factor of every single delinquent
or disturbed child we studied.”
These findings were further pushed in his
1954 book Seduction of the Innocent,
where Wertham revealed interviews with
troubled children. Intended to showcase the
corrupting influence of comics on children,
research by Carol L. Tilley in 2012 revealed
the quotes were selectively edited by
Wertham to further support his claims.
What were those claims? Superman was
a fascist, Wonder Woman a lesbian, and
Batman and Robin had an inappropriate
homosexual relationship. Horror and crime
comics were especially targeted, from
Crime Does Not Pay to Tales from the
Crypt.
The benefit of being the sole authority on
comics’ effect on children was that
Wertham was naturally called forth as a
primary expert.
“I can only say that in my opinion this is a
public-health problem,” Wertham testified.
“I think it ought to be possible to determine
once and for all what is in these comic
books and I think it ought to be possible to
keep the children under 15 from seeing
them displayed to them and preventing
these being sold directly to children.”
Wertham would become more and more
alarmist throughout his crusade, all out of a
desire to be heard. Reading his research,
however, he leaves little qualification for
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Still, Wertham was
the most high-profile
expert the
Subcommittee had.
Comics was
represented by one
of their own, but his
performance would
prove less effective.
what makes a “good” comic book. Even
Donald Duck and Mickey Mouse comic
books were not spared his judgement:
“What all the little animals are doing
involves undue amounts of socking over the
head and banging in the jaw,” Wertham
decreed.
The danger in Wertham’s condemnation
of comics was in their penetration into the
mass media. Within psychiatric circles, he
did have his own detractors, one of whom
was Dr. Frederick M. Thrasher in an article
in Journal of Educational Sociology.
Thrasher noted how Wertham’s “extreme
position...is not substantiated by any valid
research,” and lacks research data to
support his own findings. He claims
delinquency is caused by a number of
influencing factors, but also that comics are
responsible for a large portion of the
juvenile offenses.
Still, Wertham was the most high-profile
expert the Subcommittee had. Comics was
represented by one of their own, but his
performance would prove less effective.
25 year-old William Gaines inherited EC
Comics after his father, comics pioneer
Maxwell, died in a freak boating accident in
1947. With more than a tinge of rebellion,

William took the company responsible for
such pulse-pounding comic book as Picture
Stories from the Bible and Animal Fables,
and replaced those titles with Crime Patrol,
Saddle Justice, and the superhero book
Moon Girl.
The addition of editor Al Feldstein, who
fast became William’s friend as well,
brought a slew of horror comics like The
Vault of Horror and The Crypt of Terror
(soon renamed Tales from the Crypt).
Inspired by horror anthology show Inner
Sanctum, with its gallows-humor host
Raymond, each horror book had its own
ghoulish host who book-ended a tale of
lurid horror.
EC horror comics were subversive as
they got: the suburbs often hid greater
terrors than the city, cheating husbands
frequently offed their wives to have them
come back as zombies, while henpecked or
abused spouses gave their partners a fitting
and ironic end. There were vampires,
werewolves, zombies--all narrated by heavy
purple prose (often from Feldstein, who
was a better editor and okay writer than
mediocre artist) and lushly illustrated by
one of EC’s top-tier cartoonists.
The real stars at EC weren’t necessarily
the hosts the Crypt Keeper, Vault Keeper,
or Old Witch, but the artists themselves.
Gaines collected an assortment of the best
craftsmen in comics, each allowed to draw
in their own distinctive styles. There was
Johnny Craig’s crisp and clean line, Graham
Ingels’s heavily rendered grotesqueries, the
expressive figures of Jack Davis, or the
experimental nature of Bernard Krigstein.
The science fiction, war, and crime titles
also further boasted Wally Wood’s sexy
women and grounded technology, John
Severin’s painstakingly researched historical
figures, or Joe Orlando’s masterful art.
Then, there was Harvey Kurtzman, more
cartoonist than draftsman, and a creative
powerhouse both narratively and
editorially. Kurtzman truly made his mark
on the war book, Frontline Combat, as well

as Two-Fisted Tales. His heavily-researched
writing and dictatorial editing style resulted
in highly crafted war books that did not
glorify war, but instead exposed its folly and
horrors. Exhausted by them, Kurtzman and
Gaines decided on creating a humor book
for EC; Mad would require less painstaking
research by Kurtzman.
Mad would become an unwitting
American institution, one that flaunted
1950s values and subverted popular media
and its tropes within its pages. The first issue
is parodies each of the different genres
published by EC, but it soon roasted
everything from Inner Sanctum to Howdy
Doody. Even Superman wasn’t safe,
depicted as Superduperman in his fight
against rival Captain Marbles (a jab at the
legal fight between DC Comics and
Fawcett’s Captain Marvel).
Gaines, at that point 32, was determined
to fight Wertham’s slander and defend the
quality and worth of the comic book
medium. He went up directly after
Wertham.
Instead of being the industry’s sole
defender, he would end up a whipping boy
for the Senate Subcommittee.
“I was the first publisher in the United
States to publish horror comics,” he began.
“I am responsible, I started them. Some
may not like them. That is a matter of
personal taste. It would be just as difficult to
explain the harmless thrill of a horror story
to a Dr. Wertham as it would be to explain
the sublimity of love to a frigid old maid.”
While making his statement, the effect of
the stimulant pill he was on, Dexedrine,
started to wear off. On top of that, he wasn’t
prepared for the level of grilling unleashed
by the Senators. When Junior counsel
Herbert Beaser asked him if there were
limits to the contents of the comics beyond
sales, Gaines responded his only limits were
the bounds of what he considered good
taste.
Kefauver, who made his career

The hairy and meaty
left hand of her killer
holds it up by the hair,
while the left
brandishes a bloodstained ax in the right.
Her body is seen in
the background, from
the waist down.
showboating in front of the cameras (his
televised hearings on organized crime
established him as one of the first mediasavvy politicians), stepped in with the
Johnny Craig-drawn cover of Crime
SuspenseStories #22. A woman’s head is
held in a man’s left hand. Her eyes are rolled
upwards and back in her head, and drool
drips from her mouth. The hairy and meaty
left hand of her killer holds it up by the hair,
while the left brandishes a blood-stained ax
in the right. Her body is seen in the
background, from the waist down.
Kefauver: Here is your May 22 issue. This
seems to be a man with a bloody axe
holding a woman’s head up which has been
severed from her body. Do you think that is
in good taste?
Gaines: Yes, sir, I do, for the cover of a
horror comic. A cover in bad taste, for
example, might be defined as holding the
head a little higher so that the neck could be
seen dripping blood from it, and moving
the body over a little further so that the
neck of the body could be seen to be
bloody.
Kefauver: You have blood coming out of
her mouth.
Gaines: A little.

The damage was done. The
Subcommittee wrapped up. It was followed
by spates of state laws that banned comic
books, as well as comic book burnings.
In an attempt to save their industry,
publishers formed The Comics Magazine
Association of America, a group of censors
and a czar who imposed a censorship-like
Comics Code. The Comics Code push for
the sanctity of marriage and the home, a
ban on violence, more wholesome clothing
for the female characters, and a complete
ban on horror and “gruesome crimes”.
It, in essence, put EC Comics out of
business.
Gaines tried to exist under the code with
his “New Direction” titles. One of them,
Impact, featured Krigstein’s masterful story
“Master Race,” which is an exercise and
experiment in suspense and motion in a
comic book story. The final straw was when
the Code gave Gaines pushback on an antiracism science fiction story “Judgement
Day;” they didn’t approve of the story’s
reveal of the main character being a black
man.
Mad Magazine, however, flourished from
its format change to a magazine free from
the Comics Code’s influence and control.
Mad thrived and became the fuel for a new
generation of satirists and cartoonists, from
Robert Crumb and Art Spiegelman of the
1960s Underground movement, to comedy
shows Monty Python’s Flying Circus and
Saturday Night Live.
The Code became a “paper tiger” within
the ensuing decades, before fading away for
good in 2011.

RECOMMENDED READING:
The Ten-Cent Plague: The Great ComicBook Scare and How It Changed America
by David Hajdu.
Seal of Approval: The History of the
Comics Code by Amy Nyberg.
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1950 - COMIC REVIEWS
The series ran for
347 issues before
ending in April 1987,
an impressive run
full of some
fabulously silly and
cleverly done tales.

Beetle Bailey

By Mort Walker (USA)

Archie's Girls Betty and
Veronica #1
Cover by Bill Vigoda.
Art by George Frese
Publisher - Archie Comics (USA)
They’d been around Riverdale, making
up one of comics most beloved love
triangles as they competed for the
affections of Archie Andrews, since the
very earliest days but Archie’s favourite
girls only got their first comic in 1950.
Betty and Archie first appeared in Pep
Comics #22 (1941) with Veronica
appearing shortly after in Pep Comics #26
(1942).
And this was a series that did just what
you might expect it to do, continuing the
wonderful escapades of Archie's favourite
girls, "best friends and worst enemies"
Betty Cooper and Veronica Lodge. Inside
issue one there were four wonderful and
typical stories, best of which were Circus
Daze with the ridiculous sight of Betty
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driving her Uncle Oscar’s clown car (yes,
clown car – because why not?), and The
Rainmaker, with Archie and Jughead
fretting that Betty’s gunning for them
(literally) because she’s bringing back her
dad’s shotgun from the repair shop – such
simpler times, eh?
The series ran for 347 issues before
ending in April 1987, an impressive run
full of some fabulously silly and cleverly
done tales. And as for the art, whilst
George Frese was good, things really got
great from issue 4, the Archie Comics
debut for the incredible Dan DeCarlo,
who would go on to spend 50 years
enchanting us with his adventures from
Riverdale.

Beetle Bailey deserves its place here
for so many reasons, not the least of
which was that it was damn funny, but
primarily because it's the longest
running comic strip produced by the
original creator, beginning September
4, 1950, and written and drawn by
Walker until his death in 2018. The
strip continues to this day (as of 2020)
by Walker's sons, Neal, Brian and
Greg Walker.
But when Walker began the strip
here in 1950, Beetle Bailey had no
intention of enlisting. Instead, Beetle
pitched up at Rockview University,
surrounded by characters Walker
based on his Kappa Sigma frat
brothers from the University of
Missouri. It wasn't until March 13,
1951, still in the first year of the strip,
that Beetle Bailey student became
Private Beetle Bailey, US Army G.I. and an institution was born,
introducing us to all those classic
characters that we’ve loved over the
years, including Beetle’s platoon
leader and nemesis Sergeant 1st class
Orville P.Snorkel, Snorkel’s bulldog
Otto, Brigadier General Amos T.
Halftrack, and the buxom Miss
Buxley.

Blake and Mortimer – The
Secret of the Swordfish Volume
1 – Ruthless Pursuit (Le Secret
de L'Espadon)
Edgar P. Jacobs
Publisher - Les Editions du Lombard
(Belgium)
The first collected album in the
Blake and Mortimer series came just
four years after the comic’s first
appearance in Tintin magazine.
Belgian writes and artist Edgar P.
Jacobs’ ligne claire adventures begin
in shocking style with The Secret of
the Swordfish, on the eve of a Third
World War, instigated by the
machinations of an Asian superpower,
“the Yellow Empire", ruled by the
Emperor Basam Damdu. Within the
first few pages of this volume, the
world’s major cities are destroyed, the
free world no longer free. All that
stands between the Yellow Empire
and complete world domination are
the British, specifically the
wonderfully rakish and stiff upper-lip
possessing Captain Francis Blake and
Professor Phillip Mortimer, a scientist
responsible for the Swordfish, the
British super weapon that is the only
possibility of keeping the Yellow
Empire at bay.
The Secret of the Swordfish
brought both Jacobs and his titular
duo to prominence and established all
three as leading names in the FrancoBelgian ligne claire style.

Captain America Comics #75

Crime Suspenstories #1

Cover by Gene Colan
Publisher - Timely Comics (USA)

Cover by Johnny Craig. Written by Bill
Gaines and Al Feldstein. Art by Craig,
Wally Wood, Graham Ingels, Harvey
Kurtzman.
Publisher - EC Comics (USA)

If anything symbolizes the change
in comics during 1950 it’s this comic.
From selling nearly a million copies
during the war, Captain America
reached 1950 on his final Golden Age
legs. This was the end of superheroes
for now and heralded in the rise of
the horror and fantasy comics
epitomized by the new EC Comics
line. But feel sorry for the poor
Captain, with his comic changing to
Captain America's Weird Tales with
issue 74, and for this issue, the whole
thing featured fantasy tales, none of
which featured the man in the red,
white and blue. There was a brief,
doomed attempt to revive
superheroes when Atlas Comics
reintroduced Captain America, the
original Human Torch and the SubMariner, in Young Men #24 (Dec.
1953) and a few other titles before
the character’s title was cancelled
with Captain America #78 (Sept.
1954). For a while at least,
superheroes were yesterday’s comics,
with the good Captain not being
reintroduced properly until the
famous Avengers issue 4 (1964) from
Marvel Comics.

Another major first issue in 1950
from EC Comics, part of their
revamping of the entire line, bringing
horror, sci-fi, fantasy and, with
Crime Suspenstories, some hardhitting crime tales. As with any of
these early EC Comics, the attraction
is not only for the stories with their
pulpy and violent events, but for the
artistic talent on display. Here, we
have stellar work from Johnny Craig,
Graham Ingels, and Harvey
Kurtzman. But it’s Wally Wood’s art
on Death’s Double-Cross, in a tale of
two brothers and the love of one
woman leading to a vicious doublecross, which really stands out from
the very first, absolutely beautiful
and sultry opening page.
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The Haunt of Fear #15 (First issue)

Dan Dare, Pilot of the Future

Cover by Johnny Craig. Written by Bill
Gaines and Al Feldstein. Art by Craig,
Harvey Kurtzman, Wally Wood, Harry
Harrison, Al Feldstein.
Publisher - by EC Comics (USA)

Created, written, illustrated
by Frank Hampson
Published by Hulton Press in Eagle
(UK)

There are four tales for the debut of
Haunt of Fear in May/June 1950 (like all
the other new EC Comics, the numbering
was continued from the previous title) and just the artists' names should tell you
what an event this comic was - Craig,
Wood, Kurtzman, and Feldstein. But it's
Kurtzman's House of Horror tale that most
stands out, with a fraternity initiation going
very, very wrong, with the frat pledges
having to enter a supposed haunted house
and just never coming out. It was his first
work for EC and his six pages show
Kurtzman’s intent to impress, with his
artwork the standout of the issue to my
mind and an indication of a talent that
would dominate through the next two
decades.
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The breakout strip from the Eagle
comic, there since its beginning in
1950 to its finale in 1969, Dan Dare
worked because it was absolutely
perfect for its time, a bright and
colourful vision of a hopeful (British)
future so alluring to children living in
the austerity and devastation of postwar Britain. But it also succeeded
spectacularly due to the artistic
brilliance of the strip’s creator, Frank
Hampson.
The ‘Pilot of the Future’ blasted
into the pages and cover of Eagle, a
space-aged version of the true Brit air
ace, chief pilot at the Interplanet
Space Fleet rather than a Battle of
Britain pilot in the cockpit of his
Spitfire, fighting the Treens and the
Mekon from Venus rather than the
forces of Hitler.
Hampson’s work on Dan Dare was
spectacular, long involved stories
would last for many, many episodes,
months in the telling, and the

attention to scientific detail and
plausibility was exceptional, with a
young Arthur C Clarke involved as a
science and plot consultant for the
first 6 months of the series. But it was
Hampson’s artwork, incredibly
detailed, beautifully executed, that
gave the strip the spectacular visual
punch to entrance a generation of
children and give the character his
rightful place in comics history.

Space Fleet rather
than a Battle of
Britain pilot in the
cockpit of his
Spitfire, fighting
the Treens and the
Mekon from Venus
rather than the
forces of Hitler

The character of
Spirou, created by
Rob-Vel, had been
around since the
launch of Dupuis'
Le Journal de
Spirou on April 21
Four Adventures of Spirou & Fantasio
(Quatre Aventures de Spirou et Fantasio)

By André Franquin
Publisher – Dupuis (Belgium)
The very first official Spirou & Fantasio
album, this collects four stories from
Spirou magazine, and marks the true
beginning of Andre Franquin’s work on
the title, work that would see the tales of
these two adventurers tales propelled into
the highest levels of Euro comics.
The character of Spirou, created by
Rob-Vel, had been around since the
launch of Dupuis' Le Journal de Spirou
on April 21, with the titular character
working as a simple hotel elevator
operator in a series of short, gag-based
comic strips. But, because Rob-Vel sold
the title to publisher Dupuis in 1943, the
series would be worked on by several
creative teams over the years – a more
common situation with Euro comics
today, but very much unusual amongst
Spirou & Fantasio’s compatriots at the
time.
The first of Rob-Vel’s successors, Jijé,
made a huge impression on the series
with the introduction of the adventurous
Fantasio in 1944. But it was Franquin, first
Jijé’s assistant and then his successor, that
would make Spirou & Fantasio into one
of the best-selling European comic series,
adding an extended and colourful cast

and developing the comic from just short
tales with simple gag work to longer,
more involved adventures where the pair
would travel the world, battle injustice,
and fight any number of bad guys.
Although many creators have work on the
series since, including a very good run by
Tome and Janry (1984-1998), it’s
Franquin’s time on the series, from 19461968, that’s still considered the definitive
one on the title by many today.

It Rhymes With Lust
Writers - Arnold Drake, Leslie Waller
(as Drake Waller) Art – pencils by
Matt Baker, inks by Ray Osrin
Publisher – St John Publishing
Company (USA)
They called it a picture novel, but
the provocatively titled It Rhymes
with Lust was definitely an early
example of the graphic novel.
Written by Arnold Drake (who
would later go on to work with DC
Comics, creating Doom Patrol,
Deadman, and Marvel, creating the
original Guardians of the Galaxy) and
Leslie Waller (under the pseudonym
"Drake Waller"), it’s an unashamedly
pulpy thing awash with sex and
violence playing out as a pure page
turner that’s elevated by the blackand-white art by Matt Baker and
inker Ray Osrin that truly made an
impressive affair.
It’s got that classic Hollywood feel,
Double Indemnity in a steel town,
where provocatrix Rust Masson has
enticed her ex-lover back to Copper
City with a plan to assume political
power, toppling her husband in the
process. It all high risks and low
morals in small town America, with
polished, super-sharp art from Baker,
a pioneering gay Black American
artist, one of the very first Black
Americans to find success in comic
books.
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Weird Science #12 (First issue)

Land of Black Gold (Tintin au pays de l’or noir)

Cover by Al Feldstein,
art by Harvey Kurtzman, Wally Wood,
Harry Harrison, Jack Kamen, Al Feldstein.
Published by EC Comics (USA)

By Hergé
Serialised in Tintin Magazine 1948-1950, published in album
form by Casterman 1950

Another EC Comics first issue for
1950, this time dealing with all things
science and weird. It was a title that
allowed some truly great artists to
really let loose with their imaginations
– incredible alien worlds, beautiful
alien women, stunning alien
adventures, it was all in here. And in
the very first issue, we had a simply
stunning example of what could be
done, with the pencils of Harry
Harrison and the sumptuous inks of
Wally Wood on the story Dream of
Doom, perhaps written by Harrison.
This is just a wonderfully done idea
blown up into a classic little story. One
man awakening from a dream merely
to find that the imagined reality is
merely another dream. And then it
happens again and again and again,
over and over and over – a simple idea
given weight and a fittingly weird
beauty by Harrison and Wood.
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Hergé's 15th Tintin album ended up
with three distinct versions, was
waylaid by war and illness, and yet still
manages to be a triumph of comedic
delight, even if it’s not the very best of
Tintin.
Tintin, ably assisted by those
bumbling detectives Thomson and
Thompson, investigates a plot to
sabotage oil supplies in the Middle East
through Formula 14, a chemical to
increase the explosive nature of oil. Cue
all those classic Tintin elements, travel,
exotic locales, villainy, kidnaps, and
misunderstandings. For me though, this
is all about the glorious slapstick of
Thomson and Thompson, careering
around the desert, suited as always,
hallucinating in the sun, sprouting
luxurious purple hair and foaming at
the mouth thanks to accidentally taking
Formula 14 in tablet form. In many
ways, it’s the final hurrah of Thomson
and Thompson, supplanted by Captain
Haddock as the main comedic element
of Tintin since The Crab with the
Golden Claws.

Initially serialised in 1939-1940,
publication was stopped with the Nazi
invasion of Belgium. A tale with a
German villain was not going to work in
occupation so Land of Black Gold was
shelved, not to return until 1948 by
which time Hergé had completed
another six albums. The second version
of the story (serialised 1948-1950,
album published 1950), was extensively
re-worked to incorporate changes in
the world and the events of the six
albums published in the intervening
years. Finally, 1971’s third version
comes from Hergé's UK publishers,
Methuen, suggesting that alterations be
made. Effectively, a lot of the book was
re-worked and re-drawn,
predominantly by Hergé's assistant,
Bob de Moor.
Land of Black Gold isn’t classic
Tintin but it’s still an essential addition
to the world of Tintin, and still always
manages to raise a laugh thanks to the
last hurrah of those wonderful
Thom(p)sons!

Two-Fisted Tales #18 (first issue)

Written by Harvey Kurtzman, art by Wally Wood,
Kurtzman, Al Feldstein, Johnny Craig
Publisher – EC Comics (USA)
Two-Fisted Tales was the first of two
quite breathtakingly good war comics
to come from the new EC Comics in
the 50s (the other, Frontline Combat,
began in 1951). The idea came from
Harvey Kurtzman, who became editor,
writer, and provided detailed layouts
for the artists on the title. Kurtzman’s
approach to war comics was a reaction
against what he saw as the gung-ho
glamourizing of war and he went on to
write some of the most hard-hitting and
brutally honest comics on warfare
we’ve ever seen.

It ran 24 issues, taking over the
numbering of Haunt of Fear. This first
issue featured stories and a cover from
Kurtzman and art from Wally Wood. It’s
the beginning of a stellar run of war
comics that questioned what war
meant, with some astonishingly good
writing and a veritable who’s who of
classic artists from the time, including
Kurtzman, Wood, Al Feldstein, John
Severin, Will Elder, Bernie Krigstein,
Alex Toth, Ric Estrada, Gene Colan, Joe
Kubert and Dave Berg, and Johnny
Craig.

Kurtzman’s approach to war comics was
a reaction against what he saw as the
gung-ho glamourizing of war and he went
on to write some of the most hard-hitting
and brutally honest comics on warfare...
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COMIC FACTS
DC launch Strange
Adventures Issue 1

First episode of
Mickey Mouse is
published

First issue of
the Eagle is
published
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Roy Rogers
appears in comic
form from Dell
comics

Suffering from
depression
Hergé does not
produce any
new TinTin
in TinTin
Magazine

1950

interesting facts
about the comics and
characters of 1950

EC Comics launch Vault of Horror,
Crypt of Terror, Tales From The Crypt
and Weird Fantasy

Marvel Boy from Stan
Lee and Russ Heath from
Timely Comics appears

Lana Lang
appears for
first time
Mort
Walker’s
Beetle Bailey
debuts

Charlie Brown,
Snoopy and
Peanuts appear for
the first time from
Charles M Schulz

The Gambols by
Barry Appleby
makes its debut
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